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Introduction

When Archbishop Desmond Tutu first coined the term “rainbow nation” to describe post-apartheid South Africa, after the
country’s first fully democratic election in 1994, the term was
intended to encapsulate the unity of multi-culturalism and the
coming-together of many races and ethnicities in a country previously identified with a harsh separation between white and
black.
Over the past twenty years South Africa was internationally
acclaimed both for abandoning the apartheid regime and transitioning to democratic rule, as well as for joining the emerging
BRIC economies (thereafter named the BRICS) by virtue of its
leading role in sub-Saharan Africa.
Yet today the situation looks different. In fact, it looks much
gloomier than many of us would have expected when Nelson
Mandela first led South Africa into the democratic era.
Two decades later the country is increasingly torn by economic and social divisions, radical inequalities and an alarming
unemployment rate, while there are numerous signs that racial
fault lines have not yet been healed. The country’s dull growth
performance in recent years has coincided with the rise of corruption, financial crime and political turbulence, and with the
intensifying dissatisfaction of many ordinary citizens who expected much more rapid social and economic improvements.
The number of those who feel excluded from their own country’s convoluted post-apartheid development path is increasing impressively. Protests over the lack of water and electricity have spiked in recent years and xenophobic anti-immigrant
riots are spreading. On many occasions, political tensions have
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turned into civil unrest and violence, leaving dozens dead on
the ground, while poverty and resentment are fueling strikes
and mobs: supermarkets have been pillaged, schools set on fire,
roads blocked with burning tires.
The mighty African National Congress, the party that was
once Mandela’s and the heir to liberation movement, appears
to be suffering from a slow but evident decline. According
to many commentators, the result of the August 2016 ballot
might be the first electoral symptom of a more or less distant
twilight. If still unthinkably positive by European standards, for
the dazed ANC the outcome of this poll was unprecedented on
such a broad scale. The share of the vote for the party that has
ruled over the country ever since its transition to democracy,
has “fallen” from about 60-70% in previous elections to less
than 54%, while opposition parties – above all the “young”,
liberal pro-business Democratic Alliance – are on the rise and
have conquered several major urban centres. Along with scandals involving public officials, internal fights and allegations of
abuse of power, for many voters the ANC government’s shoddy
provision of basic services was a decisive issue in this election.
Correspondingly, an IPSOS survey conducted in June/July
2016 revealed that 57% of South Africans believe the ANC
has “lost its moral compass”. By the same token, South Africa’s
incumbent President Jacob Zuma, the leader of the ANC, is
politically weakened by corruption charges and misuse of public money and there are rumors that the party will try to push
him out before the end of his term in 2019.
In the meantime, the international image of South Africa
plummeted alongside the national currency, the rand, while the
country’s economic leadership in the African continent is challenged by the rise of other strong regional and international
contenders.
In a nutshell, South Africans are angry, and they have cause
to be.
Still, maybe all is not lost yet. What clearly appears to be a
crisis is not supposed to last forever. As a matter of fact, perhaps
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more than any other country on the continent, South Africa
has powerful antibodies to halt, and eventually invert, this apparently relentless decline.
Internally, as the authors in this report do not neglect to recall,
these antibodies are made of a strong independent judiciary, a
free media, robust institutions with protections entrenched in
the constitution, a relatively dynamic political landscape and,
above all, a vibrant and alert civil society that is willing to shape
the country’s future. Although they may not yet represent a revolution, the results of the 2016 local-government elections are a
convincing demonstration that more and more South Africans
are willing to stop their country’s drift, or at least to change its
direction. On a continental and international level there is hope
too: as the largest, wealthiest and most industrialized economy
in Africa, with a dynamic private sector that has carved an impressive investment footprint in most of sub-Saharan Africa,
South Africa is still well positioned to lead the continent.
Will these counters to decay prove sufficient to lead South
Africa out of the swamp? How deep is the crisis the country is
experiencing? And what are the root causes that lie behind it?
Will the country be able to sustain its leading role in Africa?
Finding answers to these pressing questions, and many more,
is the attempt made by the ISPI Africa Report 2016 that collects the findings and analyses of six international scholars and
experts on South Africa.
To start with, Giovanni Carbone’s introductory chapter
guides the reader through South Africa’s major political developments in the post-apartheid era and provides an important
overview of the main motives behind the current deterioration
of the country’s political and economic situation. Building on
an in-depth dissection of the milestones, lights and shadows
that have shaped the ANC’s more than two decades of unchallenged dominance, the author stresses how this long “reign” resulted in the party losing touch with the needs and urgency for
better distribution of the dividends of democracy and, eventually, in a broader falling apart of elite consensus in the country.
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He also argues that the ascent of a questionable leader like Jacob
Zuma to the forefront of South Africa’s – and the ANC’s – political scene has seriously contributed to the rapid jading of the
long-term legitimation capital the ANC had gained by guiding
the country’s transition to democracy under Mandela, hence
opening the way to the increasing success of contenders that are
now seriously challenging the ANC’s hegemony.
Although crucial, the emerging lack of political leadership
and the ANC legitimation crisis explored by Carbone is not
the only driver of the serious uncertainties and tensions the
country is currently experiencing. Michael Marchant analyses
the features and root causes of another problem that weighs
like a heavy burden on South Africa’s present and future: corruption. With the support of detailed case studies, this reading offers an in-depth investigation of three of the main drivers of this plague: the use and abuse of secrecy; “state capture”
by private economic actors; and illicit international financial
flows. By adopting a broad perspective, the author reveals the
continuities from the country’s authoritarian past in the ways
corruption manifests itself today and raises systemic concerns
that challenge the popular approach according to which South
Africa’s ongoing battle with corruption and economic crimes is
simply symptomatic of a young democracy and the long-running electoral dominance of the ruling party. While Marchant
warns us to be wary of quick-fix solutions to the “systemic” corruption problem, this doesn’t prevent the author from concluding with a positive outlook on South Africa’s recovery potential
by reviewing the often underestimated but powerful and manifold counters that the country’s society, media and institutions
maintain to elite corruption.
Through a historical reenactment of the different and evolving
growth strategies adopted in South Africa since the 1990s, up
to the country’s most recent vision, the National Development
Plan, Nicoli Nattrass’ third chapter offers intriguing insight
into the contradictions and shortcomings of South Africa’s
post-apartheid development path. By favoring high-wage and
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high-productivity activities over labour-intensive job creation,
policy makers have not yet managed to settle one of the major
social and economic fault lines in South African society: unemployment. While in most countries inequality in earnings is the
most important factor determining overall inequality, in South
Africa, where about a quarter of the labour force is actively
seeking work but cannot find it, the gap between those without
any wage income at all, and those with a job, is just as important. And today South Africa has the highest Gini coefficient
and one of the highest unemployment rates among comparable
economies. This chapter digs into the reasons and, above all,
the political choices that lie behind this dramatic situation.
In the fourth chapter, the persisting relevance of racial identity and ethnic diversity in contemporary South Africa is put
in the spotlight. Rocco Ronza’s analysis assesses how both these
factors continue to play a key role not only in South Africa’s
society, but also in its political landscape, thus representing
one of the root causes for the resurgence of social tensions and
civil unrest that have been shaking the country for the past few
years. Through an in-depth investigation of the strong links
that still bind the South African party system to racial communities, this chapter also explains why today, and at least for the
foreseeable future, the main emerging opposition parties (including the increasingly successful Democratic Alliance) fail to
represent a credible alternative as a national ruling majority to
the mainly black-African political “grand coalition” forged by
the ANC from the ashes of apartheid. This analysis overturns
the widespread opinion that the electoral decline of the ANC
can, on its own, make way for a revolution in South Africa’s political landscape. The author argues that, despite the apparent
diversification of South Africa’s political spectrum during the
local-government elections held in August 2016, the “rainbow
nation” remains a country composed of different worlds that
are willing to coexist and cooperate, but remain separated by
different experiences, interests, histories and, ultimately, political affiliations.
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The last two chapters of this volume give us important insight into South Africa’s regional and international engagement, especially as far as the country’s economic relations are
concerned.
Brendan Vickers examines South Africa’s economic engagement in sub-Saharan Africa. Following Pretoria’s exuberant
economic expansion into Africa’s frontier markets during the
first decade of democracy, the intensifying international and
regional competition for access to renascent Africa’s abundant
resources and consumer markets is now challenging South
Africa’s leadership. Nonetheless, Vickers’ detailed overview of
South Africa’s trade and investment relations with Africa demonstrates how the country remains one of the leading players
and drivers of integration on the continent: with its high level
of industrialization and the most diversified economy in Africa,
it still has cards to play. In this context, the author explores
how the South African government tries to leverage the “developmental regionalism” approach to promote a more equitable spread of the benefits of regional integration in eastern
and southern Africa. He concludes by proposing the interesting notion of “SA Inc.”, an economic diplomacy approach that
may suggest, and eventually open, engaging future scenarios for
South Africa’s economic role in Africa.
When South Africa’s invitation to join the BRIC group was
announced on 24 December 2010, the country’s foreign policy
elite believed the event would enable the country to achieve
its longstanding foreign policy aims of transforming the global
system on the one hand, and of strengthening South Africa’s
leading role on the continent on the other. Chris Alden helps
us understand why, several years on from this nationally celebrated ascent to the global stage, the verdict on its meaning
and impact for South Africa is much more ambivalent. How
did becoming a BRICS member affect South Africa’s foreign
policy formulation and actions? And what were the expectations that drove this foreign policy initiative and corresponded
with South Africa’s so-called “pivot to the South”? After tackling
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these questions and exploring the features and foreign policy
orientations of the “pivot to the South” in detail, this chapter finally concludes by proposing a compelling assessment of South
African foreign policy in the BRICS era.
The contributions of the international experts and scholars
collected in this volume walk the reader through the various
dimensions of South Africa’s current difficulties. But South
Africa’s crisis is just one side of the coin, and every coin has a
second side. Something else appears to be emerging from underneath the angry and disappointed surface of South Africa’s
crisis. Once again, the rainbow nation might be ready and willing
to change.

Paolo Magri
ISPI Executive Vice President and Director

1. Big Shoes to Fill: the ANC and Zuma’s
Leadership Deficit
Giovanni Carbone

Post-apartheid South Africa nurtured the ambition to lead the
continent towards a great “African Renaissance”, as in the vision
put forward by President Thabo Mbeki some twenty years ago.
Yet, over recent years, the country’s economic performance has
been lacklustre at best, as well as compounded by serious political
uncertainties and rising social tensions. The dream of a successful
and cohesive “rainbow nation”, born out of the liberation struggle and able to guide the region in claiming the XXI century as
“the African century”, seems to have been put aside, at least until
the country regains confidence in itself. What has gone wrong
and where is the country heading? This introductory chapter provides an overview of major recent political developments.
Long unchallenged: the political dominance of the
African National Congress in the new South Africa
A dramatic political transition in the early 1990s ushered in an
entirely new political dispensation in South Africa. Since 1948
the country had been ruled by the National Party (NP) under
the racist regime of apartheid, or “separate development” for
the four distinct “races” that constituted South African society,
namely, white, black, Asian and coloured. Following the longstanding efforts of the liberation movements, growing political
instability and the economic downturn of the 1980s, the whiteminority regime embarked on a four-year negotiation process
with the oppositions that culminated in the first democratic
election of 1994. As widely expected, the African National
Congress (ANC) gained control of the executive presidency
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as well as a majority share of seats in both houses of parliament (i.e. the National Assembly and the National Council of
Provinces). The National Party remained in government only
for a couple of years, as a junior partner, under the auspices of
the “consensus” and power-sharing arrangements envisaged by
the transition constitution.
The “new South Africa” was freed almost overnight of its
status as a pariah state and gained a formidable international
image, even more so outside of the continent. The pictures of
black South Africans queuing in long lines under the sun to
exercise their newly-acquired right to vote made it to the front
pages of the global media, as did the iconic political figure of
Nelson Mandela when, a few days later, parliament elected him
to the presidency. Having escaped the risks of a violent backlash by the more extremist segments of the white minority that
had essentially been forced out of power, the country eventually
came to be ruled by a new, black and prestigious leadership.
The latter could count on a relatively high-capacity state apparatus – if still largely in the hands of a white bureaucracy – and
a highly diversified and industrialised economy, both unparalleled on the continent. Expectations ran high that the new
political leadership and its transformative agenda would have a
major impact not only on the politics and economic development of the country, but also of the continent.
After the ANC won its first democratic mandate it became
immediately clear that the new ruling party was there to stay.
As a former liberation movement leading the long fight to move
the country beyond the apartheid regime, it benefited from its
commitment, perseverance and ultimate success in the struggle.
Once it gained a key and undisputed role in the rebirth of the
nation, the source of a long-term legitimation was established.
Freedom had come to black South Africans – representing the
vast majority of the population – from the ANC.
The party went on to pile up ever-stronger majorities in subsequent elections for the lower house, the National Assembly.
From 62.6% in 1994 to 66.3% in 1999 – beyond the two-thirds
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majority that would in theory allow the ANC to change the
constitution unilaterally – to an ever higher 69.7% in 2004
(see Figure 1). Similar results, which are rarely observed in
Western democracies, were far from unseen in Africa. However,
while the past twenty years are dotted with dozens of cases on
the continent in which incumbent parties obtained 70% or
more of the popular vote in a series of successive polls – from
faraway Cameroon, Rwanda or Ethiopia, to nearby Namibia,
Mozambique or Zimbabwe – many of them did so by an able
manipulation of voters or by outright rigging of the election. In
South Africa, on the contrary, the ANC achieved growing electoral successes without ever raising serious doubts with regard
to the autonomy and integrity of a well-respected Independent
Electoral Commission.
Thus South Africa was soon compared to other so-called
dominant party systems, that is, systems featuring a ruling
party able to win a substantial series of competitive elections
and govern for periods as long as three to five decades. These
“uncommon democracies”1 include some industrialized economies, such as Japan under the Liberal Democratic Party or
Sweden under the Social Democratic Party, but also developing
nations such as India under the Congress Party, or Malaysia
under the United Malays National Organisation. In the latter
cases, dominant parties often emerged “out of a background of
revolution, decolonisation and liberation” during which “they
had staked a strong claim to represent the new nation [...] From
this position it could dictate or exploit the electoral system and
adopt a successful form of political mobilisation, both of which
were perpetuated long after the first election. [...] dominant
parties […] tend first to become identified with and then synonymous with the regime they established”2.
T.J. Pempel, Uncommon democracies. The one-party dominant regimes, Ithaca,
Cornell University Press, 1990.
2
C. Simkins, “Stability and competitiveness in the political configurations of semi-developed countries”, in H. Giliomee, C. Simkins (eds.), The awkward embrace. One-party
domination and democracy, Amsterdam, Harwood Academic Publishers, 1999, pp. 2, 12.
1
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The electoral successes of the ANC were not just the result
of the legitimacy it derived from its leading role in the antiapartheid movement, but also of the formidable mobilization
capacity that the organisation retained and developed. Election
campaigns were conducted most effectively, combining the use
of party structures, allowing for the participation of all party
members down to the local level, with the women’s and veterans’ leagues, or sister organizations such as the Congress of
South African Trade Unions (COSATU).
Control over the executive and the legislative was virtually unchallenged. At its peak between 2007 and 2009, the ANC could
count on an army of almost three-fourths of all parliamentarians
in the National Assembly. This was after the constitutional clause
not allowing an MP to abandon his/her party while retaining his/
her seat – the so-called anti-defection clause – was removed by
a 2002 constitutional amendment. The change was short-lived,
as a new amendment restored the original rule in 2009. Yet in
the few years when MPs were allowed to cross the floor during
two limited time windows, in 2005 and 2007, the ruling party
saw the number of its parliamentarians grow slowly from 279 to
297 out of 400 due to the arrival of seven MPs from the New
National Party, which was dissolved, as well as three from the
Democratic Alliance and five from the Inkatha.
Similarly, the ANC’s rule was only minimally challenged at
the provincial level. For a start, the constitutional autonomy of
provinces was limited. While on the face of it the institutional
set-up partly mirrors that of a federal system, the constitution
only allocates very narrow competencies to provincial governments, with the possible exceptions of “cultural matters”, which
represent a particularly sensitive issue in heterogeneous societies such as South Africa. Competencies shared with the central government are somewhat more substantial, but Pretoria
can count on the limited financial autonomy of territorial entities as a further way to exert power. In 2011, the national
government even used the constitution to claim direct control
over the administrations of Gauteng, Limpopo and Free State
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following financial mismanagement3. In addition, what the
ANC had not obtained in terms of centralisation of power at
the time of the constitutional negotiations of the early and mid1990s, it achieved by being systematically elected to office in
the overwhelming majority of provinces: seven out of nine in
1994, which by 2014 had grown to eight out of nine. While the
Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) relinquished control of KwaZulu
Natal in 2004 and has not been able to regain it since, the ANC
snatched the Western Cape from the New National Party in
2004 but lost it five years later to Hellen Zille’s Democratic
Alliance (DA), which retained the province at the last election.
The ANC’s dominance was not limited to electoral outcomes
and control of executive and legislative bodies. The party increasingly penetrated the wider South African society and economy. A policy of “cadre deployment” within public institutions
was meant to gain stricter control of the state apparatus and bureaucracy, as well as to remunerate loyal members for their party
activities. Others, whether party executives, members or more
simply “friends”, were generously supported through measures
such as those envisaged by the Black Economic Empowerment
(BEE) policy that was meant to transform the South African
economy by actively promoting members of the black community that had been penalized under the apartheid regime.
The ANC thus conquered the greatest portion in the political
landscape of post-apartheid South Africa. Yet such a landscape
has not been static. If we look at the electoral results of the past
twenty-two years, for example, it appears that the consensus for
the ruling party grew in the first decade, peaked around 20042006, and then began a significant – if slow and limited – decline (Figure 1). Its share of the vote in elections for the National
Assembly reached a maximum 69.7% in 2004, and then gradually decreased. By 2014, the ANC vote was at its lowest ever,
below the level of 1994, if still a substantial 62.1%. Local elections display an almost identical trend, with a rise followed by a
R. van Niekerk, “Revisiting history: the creation of provinces and the politics of
social policy in South Africa”, Social Policy and Administration”, vol. 46, no. 6, p. 619.
3
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noteworthy fall in support. The 2016 local elections, in which
the ANC won “only” 53.9% of votes, turned into a political debacle with profound reverberations. The party lost the key battlegrounds, as a result of which it no longer governs the country’s main metropolitan centres: not just Cape Town – already
under DA rule for a decade – but also the economic heartland
of Johannesburg as well as the Tshwane municipality – which
comprises Pretoria – and the Nelson Mandela Bay municipality, which includes Port Elizabeth. Besides its short-term implications – including the fact that hundreds of ANC appointees
are due to lose their patronage jobs, providing additional fuel
to internal discontent – the local election defeat opened the
prospect of a not-so-faraway future in which South Africa may
no longer be under ANC rule.
Figure 1 - The electoral performance of the ANC, 1994-2016

Source: Independent Electoral Commission of South Africa
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Figure 2 - The nine provinces of post-apartheid South Africa

If not the ANC, then who?
Ever since the ANC gained power in 1994 and occupied the
political centre in South African politics, the issue was raised of
what kind of party would eventually be able to challenge it and
from what political position. Because the ruling party was so
large both as an organisation and in terms of popular consensus
– a “big church” or a “big tent” party, a catch-all centrist party
according to some4 – any alternative to it was always likely to
include or originate from some splinter group.
The two parties that had gained significant support in the
early post-apartheid phases – the (New) National Party (NP/
NPP), with strong support among the white and the coloured
Cf. W. Gumede, “Modernizing the African National Congress: the legacy of
President Thabo Mbeki”, in P. Kagwenja, K. Kondlo (eds.), State of the Nation. South
Africa 2008, Cape Town, HSRC Press, 2008, p. 47.
4
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communities, and the IFP, with its stronghold in the Zulu
heartland of KwaZuluNatal – have not proved up to the task
of maintaining the loyalty of their constituencies over the long
run, let alone expanding them towards building a social coalition and a majority alternative to the one backing the current
ruling group. For both parties, the original sin was their being closely associated with specific ethnic or racial minorities,
hardly an asset when looking to reach out to other communities
within a multi-ethnic context. Both thus saw their support base
shrink dramatically and quickly, as Figure 3 shows. Following
ten years of electoral nosedive, the NP gave up as early as 2005,
when it was disbanded and absorbed into the ANC. The IFP,
on the other hand, had its vote share cut by half between 1994
and 2009, and then again in 2014, when it obtained a mere
2.4%. The fact that the ANC leader himself was now a Zulu
did not help strengthen the case for supporting the party in its
communal heartland.
It was the election successes of the Democratic Party/
Democratic Alliance, on the other hand, that described a parabola opposite to that of the NP/IFP. The DA was rooted
in the minority liberal tradition during the apartheid period.
Under the new regime, it suffered a slow start, only obtaining
less than 2% of the vote in 1994. But it was able to build on
this and never failed to augment its share of the vote, election
after election. After becoming the official opposition as early
as 1999, by 2014 it had reached a tenfold increase of its tally
when compared to its modest result of twenty years earlier. A
good governing record in the Western Cape, whose provincial
administration it captured in 2009, helped it raise its profile as
a credible contender. At that point, however, the party felt that
making major inroads into the black electorate required it to
shift to a black leadership. Mmusi Maimane was thus chosen
to spearhead the party in 2015, leading it towards electoral triumph at the local polls the following year.
Meanwhile, new party actors had also become part of South
Africa’s political scenario. The Congress of the People (COPE)
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made its short-lived appearance when launched by some ANC
dissidents from among the losing camp in the Zuma-Mbeki
power struggle. COPE initially raised the expectation among
some observers that it might actually be able to eat significantly
into the electorate of the ruling party and become a serious
challenger. Yet the unsatisfactory performance at the 2009 election led to its subsequent deflation. Julius Malema’s Economic
Freedom Fighters (EFF), on the other hand, positioned itself
on a very different place in the country’s political spectrum,
combining populist stances and rowdy initiatives inside as well
as outside of parliament. While the EFF only partly realized
the expected gains at the 2016 municipal elections, the strong
charisma of their young leader, a former ally of Zuma who had
been later expelled from the ANC due to his unruly behaviour,
seems set to ensure that the party will occupy the far-left of
South African politics for the foreseeable future.
Figure 3 - The performance of opposition parties at national elections in
South Africa, 1994-2014

Source: Independent Electoral Commission of South Africa

The South African political party landscape has been dominated
by the African National Congress for over two decades. But the
country’s political scenario was never frozen. Moreover, while
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subsequent elections saw alternative actors pose as the real challenger for unseating the ruling party, the opposition camp as a
whole – and the electorate – must be credited with avoiding the
fragmentation into myriad minuscule and volatile parties that
is often found in dominant or hegemonic party systems. To the
extent that the opposition will increasingly mount strong electoral challenges to the ANC, it will also test the ruling party’s
commitment to playing fair, leaving power the day it loses office, and ultimately consolidating the country’s democracy.
An emerging deficit of political leadership?
Post-apartheid South Africa was initially gifted with a political leader the rest of the world could only look up to. While
in office, Mandela had been self-confident enough to allow
for criticisms to be raised against his political stances and the
policy measures adopted by his government, and to retain relatively inclusive policy-making practices, driven by an overarching goal of forging ahead with South Africa’s nation-building
process. From a charismatic and symbolic point of view, any
successor was bound to fail to fill his shoes. Yet almost twenty
years on from Mandela’s voluntary departure from the presidency it appears the country’s top political leadership has gone
through a process of de-legitimation and deterioration that goes
well beyond what might have been expected, or at least what
might have been hoped. This deterioration is arguably a key
factor contributing to the country’s weakening performance in
terms of economic development as well as social progress and
cohesion.
A significant degree of political stability could have been an
asset, as legislative dominance granted a high degree of continuity to the ANC administrations in Pretoria (see Table 1).
Under the relatively unusual form of government adopted in
the 1990s, the executive is led by a President who is elected
by the National Assembly for a five-year mandate that is renewable only once. In spite of some features akin to those of
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a presidential set-up, this is a parliamentary system in which
governments are formally accountable to the legislative and
can be dismissed by the latter. In practice, however, the South
African president is also the leader of the ANC and exerts tight
control over the party MPs, who in turn constitute a large majority in the assembly. No president has as yet been dismissed
by a formal vote of no confidence and the average duration of
individual governments, at about 1448 days in 1994-2014, or
almost four years, has been well above the mean for parliamentary governments in advanced democracies. (And this is taking
into account Kgalema Motlanthe’s short-lived presidency, in
2008-2009, which from the outset was only meant to last a few
months, help heal the factional divides within the ruling party
and transit the country towards the next election).
Table 1 - The Presidents of post-apartheid South Africa, 1994-2016

President
Nelson Mandela

Entry in office
10 May 1994

Thabo Mbeki I

14 June 1999

Thabo Mbeki II

14 April 2004

Kgalema Motlanthe

25 September 2008

Jacob Zuma I

9 May 2009

Jacob Zuma II

7 May 2014

The political system also proved it possessed the necessary flexibility to adapt to evolving political circumstances when Mbeki
was forced to resign from the presidency after he lost control of
the party. His former deputy Jacob Zuma, who had been dismissed by Mbeki in 2005 following the incrimination of a close
associate, Schabir Shaik, on counts of corruption linked to a
US$5 billion arms procurement deal dating back to 1998, had
been able to tap into broader dissent against the President, to
coalesce support within the party and win control of the latter
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at the historic National Conference of 2007, at Polokwane.
Mbeki’s controversial attempt at obtaining a third term as party
leader backfired, and he only gained support from 39.2% of
4,075 voting delegates, as against a 60.8% share for his challenger. The South African leader resigned from the presidency
after being recalled by the national executive of the ANC, anticipating that the party majority in parliament would formally
demand him to step down.
Mbeki had been Vice-President for five years when he took
over the presidency, in 1999, and had originally appeared to
possess the political clout, managerial competence and necessary vision to successfully lead the country. In his famous “I
am an African” speech of 1996, he built on Mandela’s previous acknowledgment that the country could “not escape its
African destiny”5 and emphasised the African identity of South
Africa. This was followed by a post-1999 optimistic rhetoric
centred on the notion of “African Renaissance”, and by practical initiatives for the continent’s development – the agendas for
a New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) and a
new African Union – as well as a commitment to peace-making
diplomacy across the region, particularly in the Democratic
Republic of Congo and in Burundi. Yet his leadership style had
immediately come under attack, focusing largely on a personality that came across as aloof as well as on his centralizing and
autocratic drives aimed at creating something akin to a technocratic “developmental state”. The project and organizational
reforms he relentlessly carried through after 1997 for “modernizing” the ANC – such as lengthening the intervals between
National Conferences from three to five years, merging local
branches and giving the national executive the power to dissolve
them, handing the president the power to nominate provincial
premiers and mayors, and centralising ANC policy-making for
government – appeared to mirror similar personalization processes seen at work elsewhere, as in the Labour Party in the
N. Mandela, “South Africa’s future foreign policy”, Foreign Affairs, vol. 72, no. 5,
December 1993, p. 89.
5
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UK or the Social Democrats in Germany. The party was deeply
changed6. The measures raised the legitimate perception that
avenues and opportunities for internal democracy had been significantly reduced, while increasing the president’s tight, topdown control over the party. With hindsight, however, it must
be conceded that none of the changes prevented the grassroots,
aptly led by the Zuma camp, from playing a decisive role in
the ousting of Mbeki himself via a momentous “democratic”
rebellion.
The most widely criticized policies adopted by Mbeki include his highly controversial stance on HIV/Aids and his “quiet diplomacy” approach to the Zimbabwe crisis, where he failed
to criticize Robert Mugabe. But what contributed even more
to his downfall was the neoliberal turn his government came
to be identified with by critics. The President appeared at least
unable to fully understand the mounting popular demands
for a more equitable distribution of the results of a period of
relatively good growth – the economic dividends of democracy
that poor South Africans had been waiting for – when not fully
“out of touch and uncaring”7 in his routine denials of signs
of rising social malaise. A wave of citizens’ street protests and
workers’ strikes had swept the country in 2005-20078. When
the “the social distance between his leadership and ordinary
members [had grown] into a gulf that could not be bridged”9,
ANC members voted him out as ultimately unresponsive.
Mbeki’s undoing was mirrored by Zuma’s rise. The latter was
able to build on the wave of popular discontent, his public image hastily “repackaged” so that, by 2006, he was widely perceived as “a man of the people”10 and a torchbearer of “resistW. Gumede (2008), pp. 35-57.
W. Gumede, “South Africa: Jacob Zuma and the difficulties of consolidating South
Africa’s democracy”, African Affairs, vol. 107, no. 427, 2008a, pp. 262-263.
8
C. Ceruti, “African National Congress change in leadership: what really won it for
Zuma”, Review of African Political Economy, vol. 115, 2008, p. 111.
9
W. Gumede (2008), p. 55.
10
P. Kagwenja, “Uncertain democracy – elite fragmentation and the disintegration of
the ‘nationalist consensu’ in South Africa”, in P. Kagwenja, K. Kondlo (eds.), State of
6
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ance to inequality”11. It was around that time, for example, that
he came to be closely associated with the apartheid-era song
Awuleth’ Umshini Wami (“Bring me my machine gun”), now
broadly intended to denounce “the troubled waters under the
surface of the new era”12. The outcome of the Polokwane conference was celebrated as nothing less than “a fundamental turning point in the history of South Africa’s democracy [...] [and]
viewed in some quarters as a return of people’s power”13. On the
face of it, the rise of Zuma and his support coalition appeared
to embody a shift to the left within the ANC, although many
observers would later stress the many continuities in macroeconomic and labour policies (see chapter 3 in this volume).
Yet it was with Jacob Zuma’s ascent that a sense of loss of
direction also began to emerge. The new President was soon to
be the first to face a vote of no confidence in the national parliament. And after this occurred once, in 2010, following a motion tabled by COPE and backed by the Democratic Alliance,
it happened again twice, in 2015 and 2016, when it was the
DA that raised the issue with backing from other opposition
parties. Unsurprisingly, in all three cases the ANC parliamentary majority easily rejected the motion. But the votes of no
confidence were a sign of growing dissatisfaction with ANC
rule under Zuma. The latter had come under mounting criticism both internally as well as internationally. On the domestic front, the President was increasingly haunted by corruption
scandals (see chapter 2 in this volume) and rising social tensions. A court had found him guilty of inappropriately spending some US$16 million of state money to renovate his private residence at Nkandla, in KwaZulu Natal, whereas another
court judged that proceedings against him on 738 counts of
corruption, connected to the US$5 billion arms procurement
the Nation. South Africa 2008, Cape Town, HSRC Press, 2008, p. xxv.
11
C. Ceruti (2008), p. 108.
12
L. Gunner, “Jacob Zuma, the social body and the unruly power of song”, African
Affairs, vol. 108, no. 430, 2008, p. 48.
13
P. Kagwenja (2008), p. xxix.
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deal dating back to the late 1990s, could go ahead rather than
being dropped. Prominent members of the party – the likes
of Secretary General Gwede Mantashe or former North West
province Premier Popo Molefe, as well as a number of others –
began to break ranks and level criticisms at the administration,
including warnings of a growing misuse of intelligence services
and of an emerging “mafia state”14. Social tensions also reached
new heights with the spread of student protests, workers’ strikes
and xenophobic anti-immigrant riots. The Marikana events, in
which police reaction to protests led to 72 miners being killed
(see chapter 4 in this volume), was seen by some as raising the
spectre of authoritarian repression. More generally, it appeared
that the same kind of social malaise that had contributed to
Mbeki’s fall had now come to haunt his successor too. As prominent ANC member and former COSATU Secretary General
Jay Naidoo pointed out:
The fiasco of Marikana is a sign of the failure of leadership on all
sides, and there is growing ferment in South Africa. The people
in our townships, rural areas and squatter camps are bitter that
democracy has not delivered the fruits that they see a tiny elite
enjoying. Many of the leaders they revered have abandoned the
townships for the Armani lifestyle previously exclusive to leafy
white suburbs. They have long lost touch with the disgruntlement
brewing in society (emphasis added)15.

Internationally, on the other hand, the image of the President
plummeted as the country seemed to epitomize worldwide political and economic uncertainties16. A huge blow had come
“South Africa Gupta row: ANC’s Mantashe warns of ‘mafia state’”, BBC News,
www.bbc.co.uk, 17 March 2016; “South Africa’s ANC has to clear out ‘rot’, ex-minister says”, Bloomberg, www.bloomberg.com, 17 March 2016; “Night of the generals”,
Africa Confidential, 1 April 2016.
15
Quoted in J. Ulfelder, “Worrying about South Africa”, Foreign Policy, 14 September
2012.
16
G. Rachman, “The global democratic recession”, Financial Times, 8 August 2016;
R. Calland, “South Africa lurches between democracy and despotism”, Financial
Times, 8 September 2016.
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at the 2013 Mandela memorial, where Zuma was booed and
publicly humiliated before 90 world leaders, which was taken
as a reminder of “just how distant Mr Zuma’s South Africa still
is from the rainbow nation ideal of shared prosperity, reduced
poverty and social peace”17. But a number of other occasions
earned the President negative coverage in the global media.
In 2015, for example, it was the surge of xenophobic violence
across the country and the troubling images of the police entering parliament to remove opposition MPs who had caused a
brawl after insisting that the President answer questions on the
“Nkandlagate”. The President’s meddling into treasury affairs
only made things worse at the end of the year, as he sacked a
well-respected Finance Minister, Nhlanhla Nene, replacing him
with an unknown backbencher, David van Rooyen. The reaction of international markets sent the Rand into free-fall, and
within four days the President was forced to make a U-turn and
appoint Pravin Gordhan, a highly-regarded figure who had already held the post in 2009-2014. A few months later, however,
Zuma was again in the international media for wrestling with
his Finance Minister18.
More generally, the President’s management of Africa’s most
advanced economy appeared at best unconvincing. Reversing
the positive trend of previous years, South Africa has performed
poorly in terms of GDP growth (see Figure 4). Average growth
slowed from an acceptable, if not impressive, 4.2% in 20002008 to a mere 1.7% in 2009-2015, and in a downward trend.
Of course, the global financial crisis and, more recently, the end
of the commodity cycle certainly took a heavy toll. Yet performances that had been well above global growth (the latter at
3.1% annually in 2000-2008) were now steadily below, and
increasingly far from, a lacklustre global rate of 2.2% per year
(2009-2015). A flat 0.1% was forecast for 2016, the worst result since the democratic transition. The post-2011 trend of
“Mandela memorial: why the crowds booed President Zuma”, Channel4News,
www.channel4.com, 10 December 2013.
18
“South Africa. Uncivil war”, The Economist, 3 September 2016.
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ratings agencies cutting the country’s debt rating continued
unabated19.
Figure 4 - GDP growth in South Africa and in the world, 1980-2016

Sources: IMF, World Economic Outlook database (October 2016 edition)

The deterioration of the current political and economic scenario in South Africa has many facets and many causes. This
chapter focused on some political motives. It stressed how the
long-lasting dominance of the ANC resulted in the party losing
touch with the needs and urgency for a better distribution of
the economic dividends of democracy. This was compounded
by the rise of an unpromising leader. As seasoned observers of
South African affairs had rightly pointed out at an early stage,
“post-Mbeki South Africa is at a crossroads: the elite consensus
has fallen apart, optimism is giving way to pessimism and the
future of democracy and the nationalist project is becoming
increasingly uncertain”20. And again: “the election of Zuma as
ANC President is likely to usher in an unsettling period in postapartheid South Africa” – not least because the process itself left
“South African credit rating under each president: 1994-2016”, BusinessTech,
www.businesstech.co.za, 12 June 2016.
19
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deep scars and divisions within the ANC – and is “bound to
undermine South Africa’s […] economic boom”21.
The ANC was highly successful in the way it conducted the
process for replacing Mbeki’s presidency. Less so in the selection of a figure, Jacob Zuma, who soon proved to have serious
economic, political and even moral deficiencies. The current
President has not helped his nation’s cause. While the opposition is trying hard to use all electoral opportunities to raise the
pressure on the ruling party, it will still most likely be up to the
104-year-old former liberation movement to decide who the
next South African leader will be. And a significant part of the
task of reversing the country’s current decline will fall on the
latter’s shoulders.

21

W. Gumede (2008a), p. 261.

2. A Captured State? Corruption and
Economic Crime
Michael Marchant

Zuma… combines his role as President with that of
head of a shadow state, his political influence
percolating downward through government structures
to facilitate the allocation of tenders and contracts to
his family, friends and those who can serve their
financial interest1 (Roger Southall)

On 31 March 2016, the Chief Justice of the South African
Constitutional Court delivered a scathing judgment of South
Africa’s President Jacob Zuma, finding that he had “failed to
uphold‚ defend and respect the constitution as the supreme law
of the land”2. The finding was in relation to the President’s refusal to comply with the findings of South Africa’s corruption
watchdog, the Public Protector, who had found (two years prior) that Zuma had unduly benefited from around €15 million
of public funds spent on his private residence. Zuma was forced
to issue a half-hearted apology to the nation the next day – and
ultimately to pay back some of the misspent money.
The judgment was a remarkable moment in South Africa’s
young democracy and one that captured the fundamental tensions that beset the country. On the one hand, corruption in
public service has been steadily rising, and there is increasing
R. Southall, “Family and favour at the court of Jacob Zuma”, Review of African
Political Economy, vol. 38, no. 110, pp. 617-626.
2
Economic Freedom Fighters v Speaker of the National Assembly and Others; Democratic
Alliance v Speaker of the National Assembly and Others (CCT 143/15; CCT 171/15),
March 2016.
1
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evidence that public officials all the way up to the President
have been “captured” by private interests. This generates significant wealth for those within these networks but at the expense of everyday citizens. This has prompted an awareness of
the phenomenon of “state capture” and the decline of South
Africa’s democracy. Yet on the other hand, the country maintains a strong independent judiciary, a vibrant and relatively free
media, robust institutions of state with protections entrenched in
the constitution and a relatively dynamic political party system –
all contributing to exposing corruption and holding the powerful to account. Together these forces present a powerful counter
to elite corruption and were enough to force a sitting president
to repay public funds and address the nation to apologise3. Given
these tensions and tenuous balance of power, how are we to best
understand the problem of corruption in South Africa?
A popular but misguided approach is to view these issues
only in terms of individual scandals that stem from faults in
individual leaders or the governing party, the ANC. Though
partly correct, this is both ahistorical and unduly narrow. This
paper will suggest that the problems of corruption and economic crime in South Africa are urgent and deeply harmful,
but certainly not new. While focus on present scandals is understandable, a broader historical outlook reveals that South
Africa’s failure to address corrupt networks in its democratic
transition has plagued attempts to address corruption today.
This failure has manifested in several ways. For one, specific
networks of compromised politicians and private sector actors
were left intact. Beyond that though it left several gaps in the
country’s discourse and understanding of corruption. Current
discussions will be greatly aided by examining how secrecy has
been used to protect the corrupt throughout South Africa’s
history. It will also be aided by an examination of the means
through which private actors have created relationships with
Full Text of President Zuma’s Speech on Constitutional Court Nkandla Judgment,
Eye Witness News, http://ewn.co.za/2016/04/01/Full-text-of-President-Zumasspeech-on-Concourt-Nkandla-judgment. Accessed 29 August 2016.
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state officials for the sake of mutual profit in both apartheid and
democratic South Africa. Finally, any understanding of corruption in South Africa is incomplete without examining its interaction with global dynamics, particularly the startling problem
of illicit outflows of capital from the country.
This paper aims to tease out some of these issues and will
be structured as follows. The first section will address some of
the key corruption trends in South Africa and the accompanying costs. It will then consider a case study that has become
central to the corruption and “state capture” narrative in South
Africa: the relationship between President Zuma and a prominent business family – the Guptas. The paper will also examine
the trends in illicit financial flows and problem of private sector
economic crime. It will end by considering what current political trends can tell us about the impact of corruption on South
Africa’s democracy and the possibility of tackling it.
Corruption drivers in South Africa
Transparency International’s Global Corruption Barometer
survey in 2015 revealed South Africa to have the largest proportion of citizens who thought that corruption was getting worse
and that their government was not combatting it effectively4. At
the same time, South African citizens reported one of the lowest bribery rates of all respondents5. What this captures is that
while issues of bribery and “petty corruption” are prevalent in
South Africa, the primary corruption issue has been about the
rapid accumulation of wealth by politically connected elites.
Unlike many societies that grapple with corruption, South
Africa has a well-paid public service and highly developed private sector. The ability of well-connected individuals to leverage
political influence, particularly in the sphere of public tenders,
People and Corruption: Africa Survey 2015, Global Corruption Barometer,
Transparency International, 2015.
5
Ibid.
4
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is the primary driver of corruption in South Africa.
Another crucial factor impacting corruption in South Africa
in today’s climate is the apparent attack on crucial anti-corruption voices by corrupted elements of the state. The government
has recently mooted new legislation that would allow for the
deregistration of non-profit organisations in South Africa that
are “in favour of regime change”; largely interpreted to be a way
of silencing NGOs that are critical of government6. In a similar vein, the Minister of Communications recently launched
an attack on the media for being “anti-government” and only
interested in “scandalizing the government” – referring to the
media’s coverage of corruption7. The Minister made this attack in the same breath as defending an executive at the public
broadcaster, the SABC, who had made every attempt to censor
any coverage critical to the government, going so far as to fire
8 journalists for questioning the decisions (7 of these journalists have since been reinstated by a court order)8. The narrative
of critical voices being in favour of “regime change” was also
meted out to the Public Protector, Thuli Madonsela, after her
report on the President’s private residence. In this case, she had
the dubious distinction of earning an additional accusation –
that she was an “agent” of the United States’ CIA9.
These baseless attacks often provoke mirth among the South
African public, but the consequences of undermining these
groups is a serious matter. As will be discussed below, the institutions under attack are bulwarks against corruption in South
Africa. This makes these efforts to undermine them even more
pernicious and dangerous. The battle on these fronts will be a
key determinant in South Africa’s struggle against corruption.
M. Merten, “Clampdown on NGOs mooted amid ‘regime change’ talk”, Daily
Maverick, 15 June 2016.
7
S. Mabena, D. Mahlangu, “Muthambi: I’m proud of the SABC under ‘revolutionary Hlaudi”, Rand Daily Mail, 29 July 2016.
8
Ibid.
9
J.B. Spector, “And now, Thuli Madonsela & the CIA gevaar”, Daily Maverick, 9
September 2014.
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Corruption trends in public service
South Africa’s ability to track corruption and its costs today
is remarkably good, marking a significant break with its past.
By way of example, from the late 1970s to the early 1990s,
the South African military complex routed around €20 billion
(over R500 billion in current Rand value) through secret channels to purchase weapons in contravention of the UN arms embargo with almost no oversight or financial controls10. Today
in contrast, a professional and independent Auditor-Generals
Office, Public Protector and Public Service Commission and
various other institutions (coupled with an active and free media) provide oversight and provide information to the public
on the levels and cases of corruption in the public sector. It is
also worth noting that South Africa has one of the world’s most
transparent budget processes, and was ranked third on the 2015
Open Budget Index, having been in the top three since 200811.
However, with greater transparency has come a clear trend
that points to systemic public sector financial malfeasance. The
Auditor General’s Office aims to provide the public with an
overview of the trends in financial irregularities in the public
sector. Worth noting is its record of “irregular expenditure” –
acts of financial misconduct that are also serious legal violations
– by the state. The data available show that irregular expenditure at the national and provincial levels (provincial making up
the bulk of government spending) has increased from nearly
R5 billion in 2007 to R25.7 billion in 2015, a five-fold increase12. In his public statement on the most recent results, the
H. Van Vuuren, South Africa: Democracy, Corruption and Conflict Management,
Democracy Works Conference Paper, Centre for Development and Enterprise, 2014,
p. 29.
11
International Budget Partnership, Open Budget Rankings Index, South
Africa Country Data, http://www.internationalbudget.org/opening-budgets/
open-budget-initiative/open-budget-survey/country-info/?country=za.
12
All Auditor General consolidated reports are available at: http://www.agsa.co.za/
Documents/Auditreports/PFMA20142015.aspx. Data taken from 2006-7 and 201415 reports.
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Auditor General Kimi Makwetu emphasized that the lack of
adequate controls on financial conduct threatened “significant
losses to the fiscus”13. The Public Service Commission has also
noted with concern that the number of senior public servants
found guilty of financial misconduct had been increasing over
the same period14.
At the same time, the recent findings reveal some areas of
short-term improvement in the management of public finances. If one compares the findings from 2014-2015 to the
year immediately prior, one finds an increase in the number of
clean audits of government departments and a 25% decrease
in fruitless and wasteful expenditure15. Notably, the province
of Gauteng (the economic hub and most populous province
of South Africa) received clean unqualified audits for all of its
departments for the first time in 13 years in 201616.
Despite these gains, the rate of change in addressing the
problems in the public sector has been slow. Yet looking at the
numbers above risks removing one from the real costs of corruption. Money lost to financial incompetence and malfeasance
compromises delivery of vital services and results in a decline
in citizens’ confidence in the democratic process. Both threaten
the process of consolidating South Africa’s democracy.
Costs of corruption
When billions of Rand are lost or mismanaged in the public
sector, there is a very direct cost borne by citizens in the form of
Auditor-General of South Africa, Media Release on 2014/2015 Audit, p. 6, http://
www.agsa.co.za/Portals/0/PFMA/201415/National%20Release%20FN.pdf
14
L. Ensor, Financial misconduct on rise, Public Service Commission report shows,
Business Day, 28 May 2015.
15
A. Ared, “Auditor general flags R25.7bn in irregular government spending”,
Mail&Guardian, 25 November 2015.
16
S. Dludla, Gauteng government receives clean audit for 2015/2016, 24 August
2016, http://www.iol.co.za/news/politics/gauteng-governmemt-receives-clean-auditfor-201516-2060603
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a lack of or inadequate service delivery. With high levels of economic inequality and high unemployment, the poorest South
Africans rely on targeted government programmes to address
the basic needs of housing, healthcare, sanitation and social
grants. These programmes are undermined by corruption that
diverts much-needed public funds from the most vulnerable17.
It is appropriate here to consider the linkages between corruption, inadequate service delivery and the rise of public protest
in South Africa. Research into the growing phenomenon of
community protests in South Africa has shown that grievances
with the lack of service delivery were the second highest recorded motivation for protest action between 2009 and 201318.
The rise in protest action speaks also to the increasing dissatisfaction among citizens both regarding the prevalence of corruption and perhaps more fundamentally an erosion of trust
in and the legitimacy of South Africa’s democracy. A 2015 survey by Afrobarometer and Transparency International recorded
that 83% of South Africans believed that corruption was increasing – the vast majority of them suggesting it was increasing
markedly – the highest response across 28 sub-Saharan African
countries (see Figure 1). The notion that only a small group of
connected individuals are benefitting from political dispensation undermines trust among citizens, and in turn undermines
the quality of democracy.
There are several signs that point to such an erosion in South
Africa. The first is the rapid decline in voter turnout at election
time. The proportion of people in the voting age population
that voted in the 2014 National Election was just 57%, down
from 87% in 199419. Beyond voter turnout, all indications are
P.H. Munzhedzi, 2016, “South African public sector procurement and corruption:
Inseparable twins?”, Journal of Transport and Supply Chain Management, vol. 10, no. 1.
18
P. Alexander, C. Runciman and B. Maruping, South African Police Service Data on
Crowd Incidents: A Preliminary Analysis, Social Change Research Unit, University of
Johannesburg, 2015.
19
C. Schulz-Herzenberg, “Trends in Electoral Participation, 1994-2014”, in R.
Southall, C. Schulz-Herzenberg (eds.), Election 2014: Campaigns Results and Future
Prospects, Johannesburg, Jacana, 2014.
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that large swathes of young people are not interested in registering to vote at all. In terms of recorded citizen perceptions,
Afrobarometer’s survey data reveals that that 51% of people
believe that “all” or “most” local officials are involved in corruption, while a further 38% believe that at least some are20. It
is thus not surprising that in 2014 a survey conducted by the
Human Sciences Research Council found that over half of all
South Africans were dissatisfied with the state of the country’s
democracy, the most dissatisfaction recorded since the survey’s
inception in 200321.
Figure 1 - Corruption perceptions in South Africa
and selected African countries

Source: Transparency International, People and Corruption: Africa Survey 2015,
Global Corruption Barometer, 2015

These trends indicate a South African citizenry that is increasingly distrustful of elected officials, political parties and other
democratic institutions, and a growing scepticism regarding
Afrobarometer Data, South Africa, Round 5, 2011-2012, http://www.afrobarometer.org. Accessed 13.01.2016.
21
Human Sciences Research Council, Trends in satisfaction with democracy in South
Africa, http://www.hsrc.ac.za/en/news/view/trends-democracy-satisfaction.
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how democracy works for the people. This is potentially greatly
compromising for the process of democratic consolidation.
However, the growing disillusionment and anger among
many South Africans cannot be explained by looking at trends
in financial malpractice in the public service alone. It is necessary to consider the conduct of the President himself and his
relationship with one family that has consumed South African’s
thoughts and led to the question: has the state itself been
captured?
State capture? From Palazzolo to the Guptas
On 9 December 2015, President Jacob Zuma, with no forewarning, dismissed Finance Minister Nhlanhla Nene and announced his replacement by the little-known David Des van
Rooyen. The dramatic announcement led to an outflow of foreign investment and a sharp decline in the Rand that cost the
Public Investment Corporation (PIC) – the organization responsible for millions of South Africans’ pensions – over R100
billion22. While this hurt the country’s markets the real cost
was borne by the country’s poor, much further downstream,
forced to cope with the rising cost of oil and foodstuffs. The
sharp response by international markets was not simply due
to mistrust of the newly appointed minister, but was largely
because of the perception that the decision was calculated to
remove obstacles at the National Treasury that stood in the way
of the President’s planned means of accumulation for both him
and his close associates. His new Minister of Finance, with little
political clout and limited experience in economic governance,
could prove a pliable pawn in a far more complex chess game.
While much has been written about Zuma’s patronage network
since his election as President in 2009, these actions shocked
even a scandal-weary South African populace. Concerns were
L. Peyper, “PIC lost over R100bn when Zuma fired Nene – CEO”, Fin24, 10
May 2016.
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heightened when senior members of the governing party alleged that they had been offered positions in the country’s cabinet, not by the President, but by a family central to Zuma’s
patronage networks – the Guptas23.
Arriving in South Africa from India in 1993 with little capital the Gupta family has in two short decades built up a sprawling and complex business empire that straddles industries from
information technology to coal and uranium mines24. Their
path of staggering growth and enrichment cannot be separated,
however, from their connections to President Zuma and his
family, including his nephew Khulubuse Zuma. By way of example, Khulubuse (recently implicated by the Panama Papers
in stashing money in British Virgin Island accounts after being granted rights to two large oil fields in the Democratic
Republic of Congo)25 is a director for no fewer than 11 companies owned by the Guptas26. In addition, those close to Zuma,
family and otherwise, fill a number of prominent positions in
Gupta-owned companies, providing a path to jobs and wealth
for those in this favoured circle27. This has led many serious analysts to jibe, half in jest, that South Africa has three centres of
power: the Executive in Pretoria, the African National Congress
(ANC) Headquarters in Johannesburg and the Gupta complex
of mansions in one of the city’s leafy suburbs.
In return, the model appears to have been for Zuma to use
his political weight to ensure the granting of highly lucrative
tenders to these companies. The most recent example (amongst
many) to cause a public outcry was the awarding of a contract
K. Gernetzky, “Public Protector: Flood of Gupta calls”, Financial Mail, 24 March
2016.
24
F. Wild, “Millionaire Gupta Family Seen as Symbol of Zuma’s Failing Rule”,
Bloomberg, 17 December 2015.
25
C. Du Plessis, “Zuma’s nephew Khulubuse Zuma implicated in #PanamaLeaks”,
The Mail&Guardian, 4 April 2016.
26
F. Wild, “Millionaire Gupta Family Seen as Symbol of Zuma’s Failing Rule”,
Bloomberg, 17 December 2015.
27
R. Southall, “Family and favour at the court of Jacob Zuma”, Review of African
Political Economy, vol. 38, no. 110, 2012, pp. 617-626.
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by the South African power utility Eskom to a Gupta-owned
business, Tegeta Exploration and Resources. The contract, that
would have ultimately brought the company R1.7 billion (€100
million) in revenue, was awarded without any open tender process and in direct contradiction to the recommendations of the
South African treasury28.
To ensure that this access remains open to them, the Guptas
are shrewd enough to extend their support beyond Zuma
to the ANC as a party and related organisations. In 2011 it
emerged that two Gupta brothers had given R250 million in
shares to the ANC Military Wing’s Veterans Association29. This
is likely a small example of donations that have been funnelled
to the governing party to fund ever more expensive election
campaigns. Despite extensive regulations of public finances in
South Africa, there are no requirements at all for the funding
of political parties to be made public. This allows individuals to
buy influence and access deliberately outside of public scrutiny
and remains a glaring obstacle to transparency and accountable
government in South Africa. It is also a problem that extends
far beyond the Guptas. Zuma himself has left little doubt of
the benefits that can accrue to those who fund the party, saying
in a speech in 2013 that “wise businessmen who supported the
ANC could expect that ‘everything you touch will multiply’”30.
Hence Zuma’s authority as President is increasingly derived
from and propped up by his ability to dispense patronage and
protection to those close to him, ensuring that he benefits in
return31. However, maintaining such a system of rule necessitates the closing down of dissent and resistance both within
and outside of government. Zuma, an ex-spy, has continued
the troubling trend in South Africa of using the state security
S. Comrie, “Treasury blocks Eskom’s Tegeta contract”, Business Day, 1 September
2016.
29
R. Southall (2012).
30
A. Beresford, “Power, Patronage and Gatekeeper Politics in South Africa”, African
Affairs, vol. 114, no. 455, 2015, pp. 226-248.
31
R. Southall (2012).
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apparatus to achieve these things32. In fact it was utilization of
these structures, including monitoring the phone of a senior
investigator, that were used by those close to Zuma to help him
avoid prosecution for nearly 800 charges of corruption related
to a now infamously corrupt multi-billion arms deal in 1999 in
which British, French, German Italian and Swedish arms companies were implicated in large scale bribery and corruption33.
More recently, a battle has emerged between the Treasury
and the office of the Presidency around the Treasury’s attempts
to halt some of the key contracts central to the Zuma-Gupta
cabal, including the Tegeta contract discussed above. At the
same time, and perceived by many as in response, the Finance
Minister who heads the Treasury has been threatened with arrest by the South African Police Priority Crimes Unit known
as the Hawks. This is indicative of a broader trend in South
African politics where, in the case of corruption that draws
publicity and scrutiny by anti-corruption agencies or other
critics “legal action becomes mysteriously stalled, corruptionbusters intimidated and action against looting politicians regularly postponed”34.
These developments in the highest office of South Africa
are deeply harmful to South Africa’s democracy. As has been
referenced, they have not only led to direct bleeding from the
public purse but have led to further economic losses through
a weakened currency and withdrawn investment that accompanies reduced trust in a country’s leadership. These scandals
have no doubt also contributed greatly to the declining trust in
elected leaders and confidence in democracy more broadly. It
is a tired but still unfortunately popular cliché to explain these
problems as inevitable pathologies of a post-colonial government in Africa. As Beresford points out, this is an unhelpful
H. Van Vuuren, South Africa: Democracy, Corruption and Conflict Management,
Democracy Works Conference Paper, Centre for Development and Enterprise, 2014,
p. 29.
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generalisation (it is also often tainted with racism) that fails
to see how patronage networks and anti-democratic tendencies co-exist with more democratic characteristics in countries
like South Africa35. Such an outlook also ignores South Africa’s
historical experience with individuals who are able to co-opt
elements of the state to ensure great personal gain.
The Guptas arrived in South Africa in 1993 on the cusp of
political transformation in South Africa. Seven years before that,
on Christmas Day 1986, a man by the name of Vito Palazzolo
arrived in South Africa at the height of the secret military state,
ready to cash in. Currently imprisoned in Italy for laundering money for the Italian mafia linked to its heroin business,
Palazzolo initially escaped to South Africa from Switzerland
while on parole36. His escape was aided by National Party politician Peet de Pontes and the puppet regime in the so-called
“homeland” of Ciskei. In exchange for a R20,000 donation,
Palazzolo was given permanent residence in Ciskei and eventually through dubious means permanent residence in South
Africa37. Within less than a year, Palazzolo had acquired a plum
farm in the Western Cape, numerous properties in South Africa
and Namibia (then South West Africa) and lived a notoriously
lavish lifestyle38.
It has been alleged that Palazzolo was so successful and offered such special treatment by the apartheid regime because of
the dirty but vital work that he could do in return. Allegations
include that he acted as an intermediary to move money, weapons and diamonds through Ciskei for the apartheid state at
the height of the United Nations mandatory sanctions against
South Africa39. These suspicions were bolstered by the fact that
apartheid functionary Douw Steyn, in testimony to a
A. Beresford (2015).
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commission of inquiry, acknowledged that opportunities offered by collaboration with Palazzolo were so important that
citizenship laws were amended just for him40. His involvement
in this illicit world was further established when a property
of his (held in a false name) was raided by the South African
Narcotics Bureau which discovered and seized 10 guns and
R500,000 worth of diamonds41. Despite these dubious activities, and an intervening deportation and prison time, the last
apartheid President, F.W. de Klerk, granted his residence application again in 1993. He was on Interpol’s most wanted list
a year later.
Much of the true nature and extent of Palazzolo’s relationship with the apartheid state and its officials remains unclear.
This is due to the fact that these allegations, like so many allegations of economic crime committed by and under the apartheid
government, have never been adequately investigated. This is
not unusual: whether due to deliberate interference or notions
of national unity, countries navigating political transitions often opt to forgo serious scrutiny of corruption and economic
crimes by previous regimes42. This approach, however, has severe consequences by leaving corrupt networks intact and preventing an opportunity to learn from the past and build institutions that can be more resilient to attempts to capture areas of
the public sector for private gain.
The Guptas are thus not the first fortune seekers to leverage
a transactional relationship with senior officials in South Africa
to enrich themselves. Nor will they be the last. While current
scandals and individuals inevitably dominate the news cycle,
attempts to prevent such capture in future require focus on the
recurring themes: abuse of state security apparatus, excessive
secrecy and lack of transparency, and toothless and undermined
“SA a sanctuary for suspected Mafia”, Business Day, 1998.
“Nats were in bed with Mafia boss”, Mail & Guardian, 5 February 1999.
42
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anti-corruption institutions. They all expose the vulnerability
of the South African state to capture and serve to undermine
state institutions and thereby democratic consolidation.
Economic crimes and illicit financial flows
Any discussion of corruption and cronyism in South Africa is
incomplete without considering the prevalence of private sector
economic crime, and particularly the issue of illicit financial flows.
In the context of rapid financial globalization, the latter has become a potentially catastrophic problem for governments trying
to mobilise their domestic resources for the good of their citizens.
While business in South Africa bemoans corruption in the
public sector, misconduct by the private sector has been equally
visible. Powerful players in various industries have on several
occasions been found to be abusing their financial clout and
colluding to fix prices; the quintessential example being the
construction industry that was found to have engaged in illegal activities in multi-billion Rand public sector contracts43.
The most recent culprit was steel giant Arcelor-Mittal which
has been fined R1.5 billion by the country’s Competition
Commission for artificially inflating steel prices44. Beyond collusion, data from auditing firm PwC suggest that corporate
South Africa is also a hotbed of other economic crimes. In a
survey conducted by PwC, nearly 70% of respondents (over
80% from the private sector) indicated that they had experienced issues of asset misappropriation, procurement fraud and
human resources fraud in the previous twelve months45.
Aside from financial malfeasance, there is also concern that
the private sector has grown increasingly silent on issues of
J. Pauw, “Hawks Probe Building Cartel”, City Press, Johannesburg, 3 February
2013.
44
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corruption in democratic South Africa. The power and influence of the business sector made it a key player in the democratic
negotiations at the end of apartheid. Yet in recent years business
has appeared to become voiceless on the issues of corruption
described here, preferring to “keep a low profile” and shifting
large sums of capital offshore46. There have been more positive
signs over the last year, with elements of the business community willing to take a more active role in highlighting the issues facing the country. The open criticism of the President and
request for justification regarding his initial firing of Finance
Minister Nene47 and pressure on the current Minister48 by several business associations create hope that South African business is concerned and invested in the country’s future and not
merely their immediate opportunities to make profits.
On the issue of illicit financial flows, South Africa faces, arguably, the more significant and damaging challenge. According
to Global Financial Integrity’s most recent study that covered
the 10-year period from 2003-2014, South Africa has risen
rapidly to be the 7th largest source of illicit financial flows in
the world and the largest source in Africa (see Figure 2). To
give some idea of the cost, the same study estimates that South
Africa lost, on average, more than €20 billion every year in that
ten-year period49. The loss of funds arises from a range of practices, including the deliberate false-invoicing of trade and other
methods of shifting profits to other jurisdictions (usually with
very low tax burdens). These activities range from the quasilegal to the illegal. The scale of losses points to a dire problem
of resources being stripped from this country that could be mobilized for development purposes.
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These activities may involve a corrupt official in the customs
department, at a border post or in the revenue service. However,
it is increasingly apparent that much of it is facilitated by the
offshore infrastructure that is supported by wealthy countries
and armies of professionals50. Corporations and individuals
who want to shift money out of a country without it being
traceable to them rely on several factors. The first is a tax haven
where profits will remain untaxed – an attractive place to move
funds. These havens, from London to Luxembourg, are happy
to accept more money flowing into their financial system, regardless of its origins. The second and arguably more important factor is the ability to set up shell companies that obscure
beneficiary ownership, making any follow up investigation by
state agencies very difficult51. In effect, a deliberate architecture
has been created and maintained by wealthy governments in the
global North that facilitates what often amounts to the looting
of wealth from poorer countries, including South Africa.
This makes the problem of illicit financial flows a particularly fraught one, for it involves global power dynamics and
will require some form of international cooperation to address.
The crucial takeaway however is that any analysis of corruption
in South Africa is incomplete without a consideration of these
factors. In so far as we are concerned with corruption because
it enriches the few at the expense of the majority, we cannot
ignore the collusion of the private sector, price-fixing and the
illicit outflow of such vast sums of money. To do so would be
to play to an artificial divide that only obscures and strips nongovernment actors of their responsibilities.
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Figure 2 - Average illicit financial outflows by country, 2004-2013
(US$, millions)

Source: D. Kar, J. Spanjers, “Illicit Financial Flows from Developing Countries: 20042013”, Global Financial Integrity, December 2015, p. 8

Competitive politics a silver bullet?
The obvious question then, following a discussion of an alarming increase in corruption and economic crime in South Africa,
is what the future will be in this regard. Offering any predictions is a fraught affair, but it is worth addressing one apparently popular view: namely that South Africa’s movement towards
more competitive electoral politics will deal a significant blow
to corruption, particularly in the public sector.
This view emerges from a popular narrative in South Africa
that the corruption in the governing ANC and its leadership
is very much a symptom of the party’s long-running electoral
dominance. Put simply, any political party that does not fear
losing at the ballot box will not be responsive to citizen discontent, and will have a growing tendency to abuse their position
and state resources52. Because of this view, the governing party’s
52
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decline in support at the recent local government elections in
August 2016 have prompted a hope that the trend of unaccountable and unresponsive government may be checked. The
election result was no doubt a shock to the governing party
– receiving 55% of the national vote, the first time the party
has ever received below 60%, and perhaps more importantly
losing several key cities (economic hubs) to opposition parties53. Crucially, elements of the ANC leadership have acknowledged that its corruption problems, as well as its scandal-ridden
President and his relationship with the Guptas, all contributed
to the poor electoral performance. This has placed pressure on
but not fundamentally weakened Zuma’s control over the key
levers of the state.
While competitive politics, particularly at a local level, should
go some way to providing more accountable government, it is
unlikely to be the fix-all that rudimentary political theory might
suggest. This is because the notion of a mechanistic relationship
between competitive elections and reduced corruption fails to
account for the systemic concerns that are raised throughout
this paper. Regardless of electoral incentives for individuals, if
corrupt networks are left unchallenged, economic crime left
un-investigated and secrecy allowed to thrive, corruption and
impunity are allowed to flourish. If South Africa’s history tells
us anything it is that we cannot expect a change of guard in the
elite and powerful to automatically usher in more widespread
changes. South Africa’s reluctance to confront the corruption
in its past during its democratic transition undermined all subsequent attempts to build a corruption-free society. There is no
substitute for thorough investigation of corrupt networks, accountability for past economic crimes, and building strong and
independent institutions that can both fight corruption and
withstand political pressures.
of Democracy, EISA Occasional Paper Number 25, 2004.
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Conclusion
South Africa’s ongoing battle with corruption is often perceived
to be symptomatic of a young democracy and a dominant political party. While these are important factors, a broader perspective reveals continuities from South Africa’s authoritarian
past in the way corruption manifests itself. Those seeking selfenrichment see great opportunity in ingratiating themselves
with political elites that can deliver lucrative public contracts
and shield them from scrutiny. These elite networks are further
aided by secrecy and a failure to thoroughly interrogate the history of economic crimes in South Africa. Yet the public and
civil society have not accepted this as the status quo and have
grown increasingly critical of elite self-interest and the harmful
effect it has on the vulnerable in South African society. There is
space for important and open discussions about how to address
the country’s past, as well as how to build a more equitable and
transparent society that serves the interests of all South Africans
rather than a connected few.

3. The Drowned and the Saved:
Development Strategy
Since the End of Apartheid
Nicoli Nattrass

South Africa is infamous for having extremely high unemployment and inequality. For most of the apartheid period, racial
discrimination was the most important factor behind inequality. Yet by the time the country made the transition to democracy in the 1990s, unemployment had become a major social and
economic fault line in South African society. In most countries,
inequality in earnings is the most important factor determining
overall inequality. In South Africa, where about a quarter of the
labour force is actively seeking work but cannot find it, the gap
between those without any wage income at all, and those with
a job, is just as important. Figure 1 shows that South Africa has
the highest Gini coefficient (the standard measure of inequality) and one of the highest unemployment rates among economies at a comparable level of development.
It is thus hardly surprising that the ruling African National
Congress (ANC) regards unemployment as the number one
development challenge. Yet unemployment has remained stubbornly high throughout the post-apartheid period. Some of the
factors behind this were beyond the control of government, notably drought, the depletion of mineral resources, and increased
competition from China. However, a large part of the problem
was home-grown because South Africa’s development strategy
favours high-wage, high-productivity activities over labour-intensive job creation.
This chapter discusses the post-apartheid development strategy. It contributed to an economic growth path that benefitted
insiders (those with jobs), exacerbated unemployment and the-
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Figure 1 - Unemployment and inequality in South Africa and
selected economies

Note: Blue (red) bubbles indicate a decrease (increase) in unemployment between
2008 and 2015, while the size of the bubble refers to the magnitude of the change.
Source: IMF, South Africa Article IV Consultation. IMF Country Report No. 16/217,
2016, p. 36

reby undermined inclusive development1. The outcome reflects
the power of organised labour (to determine labour policy),
economic constraints on government policy (notably the need
to avoid a debt crisis) and the political appeal of a growth path
premised on “decent” jobs.
Early hopes and ideas
South Africa’s transition to democracy began with the release
of Nelson Mandela in February 1990, three months after the
fall of the Berlin Wall. Between then and the first democratic
N. Nattrass, J. Seekings, Class, Race and Inequality in South Africa, Yale University
Press, New Haven, 2005; N. Nattrass, J. Seekings, Policy, Politics and Poverty in South
Africa, London, Palgrave Macmillan, 2015.
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election in 1994, the ANC and its alliance partners, the South
African Communist Party (SACP) and the Congress of South
African Trade Unions (COSATU) scrambled to formulate new
policies in what had fast become a post-communist world.
Left-leaning intellectuals sought to chart a way forward that
could meet the demands of organised labour whilst “disciplining” and supporting capital to become more productive. Alec
Erwin, then an executive officer of the National Union of Metal
Workers of South Africa, wrote in the African Communist in
1992 that socialists needed to work towards a “reconstruction
accord” that would meet the needs and aspirations of mass organisations and “acknowledge and accommodate changes in the
world economy”2. He argued that South Africa’s manufacturing
industry was inefficient because it had developed “on the basis of
protection, on the use of unskilled and semi-skilled labour and
on the inappropriate use of technology”3. His proposed solution
was to use the market to discipline capital (through trade liberalisation) and industrial policy to support competitiveness and
labour productivity growth. The COSATU Policy Conference
similarly, but more cautiously, endorsed trade liberalisation
to “help to make local producers more efficient” and to “offer
some variety of goods to consumers”, whilst insisting that tariff
policy be negotiated, not harm job creation or promote the exploitation of workers elsewhere4. When Erwin became Minister
of Trade and Industry in 1996, he reduced tariffs even faster
than required by the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) to which South Africa had become a signatory in 1994.
On the day of his release from prison, Mandela famously
called for the nationalisation of the mines and monopoly industry, a long-standing demand of the liberation movement.
But by the following year at the World Economic Forum in
Davos he was reassuring international investors that this would
COSATU, Economic Policy in Cosatu: Report of the Economic Policy Conference,
27-29 March 1992, p. 18.
3
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not happen. For some, this occurred because “those who wield
power in the West told Nelson Mandela in no uncertain terms
that any actions that threatened property rights would invite
their wrath”5. But as Tito Mboweni, then a leading light in
the ANC’s Department of Economic Policy and subsequent
Minister of Labour and Reserve Bank Governor, observed, it
was discussions at Davos with the leaders of China and Vietnam
that convinced Mandela: “It was not Western capitalists. Not at
all. I bore witness to that”6. Li Peng, the new premier of China,
reportedly told Mandela “I don’t understand why you are talking about nationalisation. You’re not even a communist party. I
am the leader of the communist party in China and I’m talking
privatisation”. Mandela subsequently repeated this conversation often during ANC discussions on the economy during the
transition to democracy7.
In a widely circulated paper, Joe Slovo, the SACP’s leading strategist, argued that socialism had failed politically and
that communists, at least for the time being, had to engage
within a democratic capitalist order, using government policy
to foster redistribution8. A popular idea amongst left-leaning
economists at the time was “growth through redistribution”,
i.e. the hope that redistributing income into the hands of the
poor would boost spending, thereby promoting investment and
growth. The ANC’s election manifesto, the Reconstruction and
Development Programme (RDP) built on this idea, arguing
that government investment in housing and social infrastructure (clinics, schools, roads) would, especially if labour-intensive techniques were used, create many jobs and boost growth9.
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Critics, however, worried that such a growth path would quickly come up against the problems that had choked off South
African growth in the past, notably skilled labour shortages and
rapidly rising imports10.
As it turned out, the debate proved irrelevant because by the
time the ANC entered government in 1994, it was clear that
expansionary policies were impossible. The new policymakers
quickly discovered that they had inherited an economy with
stagnant investment and a mounting debt crisis. As discussed
below, they had no real choice other than to gain control over
government finances and reassure domestic and international
investors. The discourse of “growth through redistribution”
was quietly shelved. Instead, those involved in economic policy
emphasised the need for more conventional and conservative
“sound” macroeconomic policies.
Prioritising macroeconomic stability:
from the RDP to GEAR
South Africa’s first post-apartheid development strategy was
the Reconstruction and Development Programme. The RDP
began life as the ANC’s election manifesto, evolving into the
government’s first vision for economic development. The RDP
election manifesto was written during the early 1990s, but
by the time it was printed in 1994, the RDP was cautioning
against overly expansionary macroeconomic policies. The RDP
warned explicitly against expansionary policies on the grounds
that “excessive inflation” and balance of payments problems
would “worsen the position of the poor, curtail growth and
cause the RDP to fail”11. The subsequent RDP White Paper
(which translated the election manifesto into government policy) was even stronger on this point, committing the government
T. Moll, “Growth through Redistribution: A Dangerous Fantasy”, South African
Journal of Economics, vol. 59, no. 3, 1991, pp. 181-190.
11
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to “maintaining fiscal discipline” and to the “progressive reduction of the overall deficit” in order to reduce the burden of
interest payments on government spending12.
The RDP adopted this cautious macroeconomic stance because it was clear by the mid-1990s that government finances
were dangerously out of control as the budget deficit had ballooned from -1.5% of GDP in 1990 to -7% in 1994. This was
the product of over-spending on the part of the old apartheid
regime (including golden handshakes for apartheid-era bureaucrats), investor uncertainty and falling per capita incomes.
Government debt as a percentage of GDP had risen from 33%
to 48% over the same period (Figures 2 and 3). Interest rates
rose for the rest of the decade (Figure 2), constraining government spending. To opt for anything other than the gradual reduction of the deficit under the circumstances was to risk a
debt crisis, macroeconomic meltdown and hence the viability
of growth and redistribution13.
Despite the RDP’s emphasis on macroeconomic stability and
conservative fiscal policies, the new government struggled to
borrow on international capital markets. Alec Erwin, who was
Deputy Finance Minister in 1995, recalls how they got “hammered” when they tried to sell a bond to (i.e. borrow from) the
UK Scottish Widows Pension Fund:
we got criticised by everybody, because they said, what is this
macro balance you’re talking about? What do you mean? What’s
your policy on the exchange rate? What’s our policy on the interest rate? What’s your inflation policy? And we just realised that
we couldn’t answer that successfully. So our credibility in the
capital markets was low14.

Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP), White Paper on
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Figure 2 - Key components of government spending
and the surplus/deficit ratio

Source: Various issues of the government budget review (www.treasury.gov.za)
Figure 3 - Key macroeconomic trends

Source: South African Reserve Bank
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The sharp depreciation of the Rand in early 1996 added to the
sense of crisis and need for a more credible set of economic policies to reassure investors and to encourage continued capital
inflow from abroad15. The ANC’s 1996 Growth, Employment
and Redistribution (GEAR) framework16 was an attempt by
the National Treasury to reassure domestic and international
investors by providing a vision of growth consistent with fiscal discipline, openness to international trade, privatisation and
macroeconomic stability. Subsequent policy documents deemphasised privatisation and outlined a more developmental
role for the state, but the emphasis on encouraging private investment and maintaining macroeconomic balance has been a
persistent feature of all growth path policies from GEAR to the
2012 National Development Plan (NDP).
Macroeconomic stability, however, was not easily achieved
as South Africa became more integrated into the global capitalist system, especially after capital controls were lifted in 1995
and capital could flow freely across South Africa’s borders. The
economy was subjected to severe fluctuations in the exchange
rate (Figure 3), especially during the 1998 Asian crisis and the
2008 global financial crisis. Investment was sufficient to generate a steady increase in the South African capital stock, but
it grew far slower than predicted by GEAR. Capital inflows
proved volatile, causing problems for the balance of payments.
As can be seen in Figure 3, South Africa typically runs a current
account deficit, meaning that it imports more than it exports
and hence is reliant on capital inflows to finance the difference.
The government’s conservative macroeconomic policies during the 1990s and into the 2000s paid dividends in that by
2008, when the global financial crisis undermined growth everywhere, the budget was balanced and government debt was
S. Gelb, “Macroeconomic Policy and Development: From Crisis to Crisis”, in
B. Freund, H. Witt (eds.), Development Dilemmas in Post-Apartheid South Africa,
Pietermaritzburg, University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2010, pp. 39-40s.
16
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under control. This meant that the Treasury was in a relatively
strong position to borrow money and run a fiscal deficit in order to stave off an extended recession. However, the government’s reluctance to increase debt before that (even refusing
loans from the World Bank for infrastructural development)
meant that the period of economic adjustment in the 1990s was
probably harder than necessary and much-needed maintenance
– especially on roads and electricity – was delayed. This contributed to transport bottlenecks that subsequently prevented
South African mining companies from benefitting fully from
the commodities boom of the 2000s, and to electricity shortages restraining growth in 2007-2008. By the time the South
African government re-prioritised infrastructural development
– from around 2007 – global growth had slowed to a crawl.
A key constraint on government spending in the early postapartheid period was pressure on the government budget from
rising public sector wages. Figure 2 shows how public sector remuneration in the mid-1990s rose especially sharply, as black
public sector earnings were increased in an effort to get rid of
apartheid-era racial wage gaps. This, together with rising interest
payments, squeezed the share of the budget available for welfare
spending, that is, social transfers to households. From 2000 to
2008, however, social transfers increased as a share of the budget
(and remuneration fell). Increases went to social pensions (disability grants and the old age pension) and child support grants.
By 2015, more than half of all households had at least one social
grant recipient and South Africa had the most generous welfare
system in the global South. The young, the elderly and the sick
had access to means-tested social security. The huge gap in the
welfare net, however, was unemployment. Unemployment insurance was for a short period only (up to six months) and only
for those who had previously been employed and had contributed to the necessary funds. More importantly, South Africa’s development strategy itself was biased against labour-intensive job
creation. As discussed below, this was in part a product of the
political influence of ideas linked to the trade union movement.
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Contested visions for labour-market policy,
employment and growth
Leftist critics portray the transition from the RDP to GEAR as
a story of revolution betrayed, of how a pro-labour, supposedly
expansionary, macroeconomic agenda was hijacked by probusiness, fiscally orthodox “neo-liberal” policies17. This narrative, however, ignores the fact that even the RDP, certainly by
the time it became a government White Paper, emphasised the
need to avoid a debt crisis and to keep government spending
under tight control. Similarly, the RDP and the trade union
movement supported trade liberalisation (probably the archetypical neo-liberal policy) as a means of disciplining capital. It
thus makes little sense to distinguish between these early postapartheid development plans in terms of macroeconomic strategy. Rather, the key to understanding the huge contestation
over GEAR is to focus on the difference between the RDP and
GEAR when it came to labour-market policy, and particularly
proposed reforms to minimum wage setting.
The RDP election manifesto was forged out of a process of
negotiation and compromise between organised labour, the
SACP and social democrats in the ANC. Unsurprisingly, it emphasised strong support for collective bargaining and sketched
a vision of a “strong, dynamic and balanced economy which
will eliminate the poverty, low wages and extreme inequalities
in wages and wealth generated by the apartheid system”18. The
RDP drew a close causal connection between higher minimum
wages, economic growth and poverty alleviation. It described
collective bargaining between labour and capital over wages
and working conditions as “the basis for enhanced productivity
See e.g. D. McKinley, The ANC and the Liberation Struggle: A Critical Political
Biography, London, Pluto Press, 1997; P. Bond, Elite Transition: From Apartheid to
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in the economy”, arguing that collective agreements should be
“extended” by the Minister of Labour “to all workplaces in that
industry”19.
One of the first pieces of legislation passed by the postapartheid government was the 1995 Labour Relations Act
(LRA) that strengthened collective bargaining and required the
Minister of Labour to extend collective agreements (made in
bargaining councils between trade unions and employer associations) across industries. It was, as Webster and Fakier put it:
designed to position South Africa on a high road – a route that
emphasizes skills through training and high wages, through effective collective bargaining, rewards and incentive schemes.
The aim was to transform the South African labour market towards equity, efficiency and productivity20.

The idea that minimum wages could be used as the “basis”
for enhancing productivity growth (by forcing the lower-wage,
labour-intensive firms to move into higher-wage, higher-productivity activities, usually accompanied by mechanisation
and job shedding) was first articulated as a strategic vision for
post-apartheid South Africa by the Industrial Strategy Project
(ISP), a trade-union aligned think-tank. The ISP argued for interventions, including higher minimum wages, to “encourage
restructuring up the value chain rather than restructuring towards low-wage, low-productivity forms of production”21. The
ISP explained that organized labour’s approach to industrial restructuring was “premised on the need to move South African
Ibid., par. 4.2.10-1, pp. 81-2, par. 4.8.8, p. 114; see also RDP White Paper (1994),
par. 3.2.6.
20
E. Webster, K. Fakier, “From welfare state to development state: an introduction
to the debates on the labour market and social security in South Africa”, Paper presented at the First workshop on “Work, livelihoods and economic security in the 21st
century. India and South Africa”, International Center for Development and Decent
Work (ICDD), Kassel, 2010. p. 7.
21
A. Joffe, D. Kaplan, R. Kaplinsky and D. Lewis, Improving Manufacturing
Performance in South Africa: Report of the Industrial Strategy Project, Cape Town,
University of Cape Town Press, 1995, p. 213.
19
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firms out of their low-wage, low-skill, low-productivity vicious
circle in which they are out-competed by the second-tier newly
industrialising countries”22. In other words, the claim was that
South Africa either could not, or should not, try to compete
internationally on the basis of relatively low-wage, labour-intensive production and that forcing firms to move into more
capital- and skill-intensive activities (where higher wages are
more compatible with competitiveness and profitability) would
push the economy onto a more sustainable growth path. This
idea continued to resonate in South Africa’s industrial policies
which provide support almost entirely to relatively capital- and
skill-intensive activities23.
Active industrial policy has a long history in development
economics. In its contemporary form, it ranges from those who
argue that interventions should be in line with comparative advantage24, to those emphasising that industrial policy in China,
South Korea, and Japan was successful precisely because it “defied” national comparative advantage by facilitating the shift
into new industries in capital- and skill-intensive sectors25. But
as Lin points out, even in the cases of China, South Korea and
Japan, government policy was working with “latent comparative advantage” in that the existing industrial base and physical and human capital provided the springboard for launching
Ibid., p. 214.
See e.g., Government of South Africa, Industrial Policy Action Plan 2011/12 –
2013/14, South Africa Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), February 2011.
Available on: https://www.environment.gov.za/sites/default/files/docs/ipap.pdf;
see further discussion in N. Nattrass, “South Africa: The Economic Restructuring
Agenda. A Critique of the MERG Report”, Third World Quarterly, vol. 15, no. 2,
1994, pp. 219-225; N. Nattrass “High Productivity Now: A Critical Review of South
Africa’s Growth Strategy”, Transformation, vol. 45, pp. 1-24, 2001.
24
J. Lin, New Structural Economics: a Framework for Rethinking Development,
Washington DC, the World Bank, 2012.
25
See e.g., Chang, Ha-Joon, Kicking Away the Ladder: Development Strategy in
Historical Perspective, London, Anthem Press. Chang, Ha-Joon, “The Manufacturing
Sector and the Future of Malaysia’s Economic Development”, Jurnal Pengurusan, vol.
35, September, 2012.
22
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into new areas26. And while it is certainly true that Korean and
Chinese industrial policies facilitated industrial upgrading prior to the exhaustion of the supply of cheap labour from agriculture, it is nevertheless the case that both countries were also
highly successful at absorbing a significant number of workers
in labour-intensive industries. South Africa, by contrast, is a
high-unemployment economy with wage-setting institutions
that actively harm labour-intensive production.
Consider the case of the clothing industry. Since 2003, minimum wages have been set in the National Bargaining Council
for the Clothing Manufacturing Industry (NBC) through collective agreements between the South African Clothing and
Textile Workers Union (SACTWU) and various employer organizations. The NBC is dominated by urban-based enterprises
that can afford relatively high wages by producing for niche
markets and higher-income consumers. Minimum wages set
in the NBC are routinely extended by the Minister of Labour
across the industry, including to more labour-intensive, lower-wage firms producing for the mass market and in competition with Chinese imports. Those who fail to comply with the
minimum wage risk being taken to court by the NBC, having
their assets attached by the local sheriffs, effectively shutting
them down27. Harassment by the NBC together with industrial
policy support only for compliant, higher-wage firms, resulted
in the active destruction of the most labour-intensive end of the
clothing industry. It is a dramatic illustration of how labourmarket and industrial policy can shape the dynamic of capital
accumulation, as the ISP argued would be the case, by ensuring
that only higher-wage, higher-productivity firms survive.
As early as 1996, some policy-makers were already worrying about how the extension of minimum wages across industry might undermine labour-intensive growth. The 1996
26

J. Lin (2012), pp. 76-78.

N. Nattrass, J. Seekings, “Job Destruction in Newcastle: Minimum Wage Setting
and Low-Wage Employment in the South African Clothing Industry”, Transformation,
vol. 84, 2014, pp. 1-30.
27
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GEAR strategy sought to reconcile the need for unskilled job
creation with existing labour-market protection by proposing
a two-tiered approach. Like the RDP, GEAR supported “skill
enhancement and the expansion of reasonably remunerated
employment”, but in contrast to the RDP, it stated clearly that
this had to be done “at the same time [as] supporting a labourintensive growth path which generates jobs for the unemployed, many of whom are unskilled and have never had previous employment”28. To this end, GEAR recommended, again
in sharp contrast with the RDP, that “industrial agreements
which reach across diverse firms, sectors or regions should be
sufficiently flexible to avoid job losses and should be extended
to non-parties only when this can reasonably be assured” (loc.
cit). The Presidential Labour Market Commission (LMC), reporting later that same year, came to a similar conclusion, recommending that the Minister of Labour exercise discretion before
extending wage agreements to non-parties in order to prevent job
losses in the smaller, more labour-intensive firms that tend not to
be adequately represented in bargaining councils29. GEAR also
proposed a “national social agreement” to avoid “a vicious circle
of wage and price increases leading to instability in the financial
markets and a decline in competitive advantage”30.
COSATU, however, responded to GEAR by successfully
framing it as a neoliberal betrayal of the revolution and the
ANC quickly backed away from all proposed amendments to
the wage-setting machinery, effectively ceding control of the
Ministry of Labour to the union movement. Although this approach served the ANC’s immediate political needs by offering an olive branch to its alliance partner, the result was an
entrenched oppositional relationship between macroeconomic
and labour market policymaking.
Government of South Africa (DOF) (1996), p. 19.
Labour Market Commission (LMC), Restructuring the South African Labour
Market, Report of the Presidential Commission to investigate labour market policy,
1996.
30
Government of South Africa (DOF) (1996), p. 21.
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Subsequent national plans hoped that economic growth
would be sufficiently rapid to generate jobs. Notably, the 2012
National Development Plan optimistically assumed that job
creation would result from rapid economic growth (projected
at 5.4% per annum until 2030), and that this would increase
the employment rate by 20 percentage points. Such a projected growth rate, however, was 25% faster than that achieved
during the global economic boom of the 2000s and over
twice that achieved since the 2007-2008 global crisis (2.2%).
Furthermore, according to the South African Reserve Bank in
2014, South Africa’s potential economic growth at that stage
was no more than 2.5%31 and declined to under 1% by 2016.
In other words, the potential for South Africa’s high productivity growth path to provide significant and sustained growth in
employment is limited. The only way to achieve a significantly
higher employment rate, at least in the short- to medium-term,
is through the expansion of more labour-intensive activities.
Given South Africa’s industrial and labour policies, this seems
unlikely to occur any time soon.
Winners and losers
The post-apartheid growth path has been characterised by rising
real wages, sluggish employment growth (much of it provided
by government) and persistently high unemployment32. Figure
4 shows that real average remuneration rose until the financial
crisis of 2008, but that as labour productivity rose faster, the
share of total income going to profits (profit share) increased.
The “winners” of the post-apartheid dynamic of accumulation
were thus the increasingly capital-intensive employers who
V. Anvari, N. Ehlers, R. Steinbach, A semi-structural approach to estimate South
Africa’s potential output, South African Reserve Bank Working Paper Series, WP/14/08,
November 2014.
32
N. Nattrass, “A South African Variety of Capitalism?”, New Political Economy, vol.
19, no. 1, 2014, pp. 56-78.
31
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remained in business, and those (typically higher-skilled) workers who kept their jobs. Some workers enjoyed substantial wage
increases but, for the most part, average real wages rose because
relatively unskilled low-wage jobs were shed, especially in agriculture, mining and the most labour-intensive segments of
manufacturing. Survey data suggest that, in manufacturing, the
proportion of workers who were unskilled fell from 11% to
9% between 1995 and 2002, whilst the semi-skilled proportion
dropped massively from 81% to 48%. The proportion who
were skilled rose from 7% to 43%33. COSATU’s own surveys
show that unskilled and semi-skilled workers comprised 60%
of COSATU unions’ membership in 1994, but only 22% in
200934.
Since 2008, the profit share has fallen as real wages grew
faster than labour productivity. Rising wages and employment
after the financial crisis were driven primarily by increases in
informal sector employment and the expansion of public sector
jobs. Meanwhile, the unemployment rate rose from 21.5% to
24.5% between 2008 and 2015 as the economy faltered but
nevertheless continued on its capital-intensive trajectory35.
Put differently, the South African growth path has been
non-inclusive, exacerbating rather than ameliorating poverty.
Together with low earnings, unemployment is a key driver of
inequality in South Africa36. According to a recent simulation,
a ten percentage point reduction in unemployment would
H. Bhorat, M. Oosthuizen, “Evolution of the Labour Market: 1995-2002”, in
H. Bhorat, R. Kanbur (eds.), Poverty and Policy in Post-Apartheid South Africa, Cape
Town, Human Sciences Research Council Press, 2006, pp. 143-200, p. 185.
34
C. Bischoff, M. Tshoaedi, “The Experience of Conducting a Longitudinal Study:
the COSATU Workers Survey, 2008”, in S. Buhlungu, M. Tshoaedi (eds.), COSATU’S
Contested Legacy: South African Trade Unions in the Second Decade of Democracy, Cape
Town, HSRC Press, 2012, p. 52.
35
Data from the Quarterly Labour Force Survey, available from Statistics South
Africa on: http://www.statssa.gov.za/?page_id=1854&PPN=P0211&SCH=6622
36
M. Leibbrandt, F. Arden, I. Woolard, “Describing and decomposing post-apartheid income inequality in South Africa”, Development Southern Africa, vol. 29, no. 1,
2012, pp. 19-34.
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reduce South Africa’s Gini coefficient (a measure of inequality)
by 2 percentage points37. To put this in perspective, the authors noted that to achieve a similar reduction in inequality by
increasing welfare spending (rather than creating jobs) would
require a 40% increase in government transfers, amounting to
11% of government expenditure or about 3% of GDP38.
Figure 4 - Productivity, profitability
and average remuneration in South Africa

Sources: South African Reserve Bank (national accounts data and employment
trends pre-2000) and Statistics South Africa, Post-Apartheid Labour Market Series
(PALMS), Data First and the University of Cape Town

The National Development Plan and beyond
South Africa’s most recent growth vision, the National
Development Plan, calls for a “social contract that will enable
South Africa to achieve higher growth and employment” and
increase investment and savings39. The NDP is vague on details,
R. Anand, S. Kothari and N. Kumar, South Africa: Labor Market Dynamics and
Inequality, IMF Working Papers, WP/16/137, 2016.
38
Ibid., p. 20.
39
National Planning Commission (NPC), National Development Plan
2030: Our Future – Make it Work, 2012, p. 475, http://www.gov.za/speeches/
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but calls for workers (except the very low paid) to agree to accept wage increases lower than their productivity gains would
dictate, and for business to reinvest profits in job-creating ways
and not to fuel the growth in executive remuneration. In other
words, the NDP is actually calling for a rising profit share (because if wages grow slower than productivity, the profit share
will rise), and for this to continue financing investment.
The National Development Plan proposes to compensate
workers for their wage restraint by lowering their cost of living (notably by keeping inflation and import tariffs low) whilst
continuing to support skill development and productivity
growth in dynamic economic sectors where there is more space
for wages to grow without undermining employment or profitability40. But more controversially, as far as organised labour is
concerned, the NDP recommends some entry-level wage flexibility, simplifying dismissals procedures and reviewing regulations and standards for small and medium enterprises41. In a
faint echo of GEAR’s two-tier labour market, the NDP proposes that “in the early phase of the plan, emphasis will have
to be placed on mass access to jobs while maintaining standards where decent jobs already exist”42. But unlike GEAR, no
specific changes are suggested with regard to the wage-setting
machinery in industry or to industrial policy to support labourintensive growth. Rather, hope is pinned on small business development (facilitated by unspecified regulatory changes), agricultural development (including land reform), and expanded
public works programs. The prospects for future labour-intensive growth are not promising.
The NDP’s call for wage restraint resonates as utopian in the
light of organized labour’s ongoing demands for higher wages43.
national-development-plan-2030-31-aug-2016-0000
40
Ibid., pp. 475-476.
41
Ibid., pp. 134-135, 143.
42
Ibid., p. 132.
43
See e.g., COSATU, A Growth Path towards Full Employment: Policy Perspectives of
the Congress of South African Trade Unions, 2010; COSATU, 11th COSATU Congress
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Indeed, organized labour has recently called for a national minimum wage, justifying it in part by referring to the Brazilian
case, the so-called “Lula moment” when economic growth
benefitted from increased minimum wages and social security
payments during President Ignacio Lula da Silva’s second term
of office (2006-2010). Left-inclined intellectuals aligned with
COSATU44 accordingly portrayed wage pressure as necessarily
beneficial at the firm level (to force firms to become more productive) and at the macroeconomic level by supposedly boosting demand and thereby investment.
There is evidence that rising minimum wages and social security payments in Brazil helped cushion the effect of the global
economic crisis, create jobs, and lower inequality and poverty45.
But whereas Brazil finances its investment largely from domestic sources, South Africa is a net borrower. Consumption is already as high as Brazil’s (as a share of GDP) and it is likely that
a wage-fuelled consumption boom will run up against the old
macroeconomic constraints of inflation, balance of payments
problems and rising interest rates46.
In short, there are no easy, quick-fix solutions to the challenge of economic growth and job creation in South Africa.
The warnings of Peter and Terence Moll about difficult tradeoffs and the dangers of macroeconomic populism remain as
relevant today as they did in the early 1990s. And, if South
Africa is to move towards any social accord between labour and
Secretariat Report, 2012, http://www.COSATU.org.za/docs/reports/2012/report.pdf
44
See e.g., N. Coleman, Towards New Collective Bargaining, Wage and Social
Protection Strategies: Learning from the Brazilian Experience. Concept paper presented
at the University of Cape Town Conference on Strategies to Overcome Poverty and
Inequality, Cape Town, 4 September 2012.
45
International Labour Organisation (ILO), Brazil: An innovative income-led strategy, Geneva, ILO, 2011; F. Serrano and Ricardo Summa, Macroeconomic policy,
growth and income distribution in the Brazilian economy in the 2000s, Washington,
DC, Center for Economic and Policy Research, 2011.
46
N. Nattrass, “Meeting the Challenge of Unemployment?”, The Annals of the
American Academy of Political and Social Science, vol. 652, no. 1, 2014, pp. 87-105.
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capital, a first step is surely the recognition on the part of all
parties that there are important trade-offs in the relationships
between wages, profits, investment, and job creation. These
relationships matter for the dynamic of capital accumulation
and the resulting distributional regime. Whether the National
Development Plan can initiate a meaningful dialogue in this regard remains to be seen. As things stand, the counter-narrative
about higher wages necessarily being good for productivity and
economic growth is standing in the way of any kind of employment-promoting class compromise in South Africa.

4. Race, Inequality and Civil Unrest:
Social Tensions on the Rise*1
Rocco W. Ronza

At the end of apartheid, South Africa was characterised by
significant racial and ethnic divisions, by deep socio-economic inequality and by a high degree of political instability. The
new democratic regime tried to tackle each one of these three
dimensions. Over the past ten years, however, the regime born
in 1994 began to reveal its shortcomings. While “privileged
South Africa” has increasingly become multiracial, the ratio
between the rich and the poor has not changed and the distance between the two groups in terms of income and life
chances seems even greater. At the political level, the wait for
the advent of a two-party system based on alternating right
and left parties in government has proved much longer than
anticipated, and the growth of corruption that is the result
of a long stay in power has led to the decline of President
Jacob Zuma’s ANC. However, the expectation that the end
of the electoral dominance of the ruling party can make way
for a revolution in South Africa’s political landscape seems
to underestimate the key role that racial and ethnic diversity
continues to play in South African society. It is hard to believe
that the opposition parties, which come from disparate parts
of South Africa’s racially and socially divided spectrum, could
together represent an alternative as a national ruling majority
to the mainly black-African political “grand coalition” forged
by the ANC from the ashes of apartheid. In the twilight of the
long reign of the party of Mandela and Zuma, South Africa
remains a nation composed of communities that are willing
* Mara Weiner-Macario collaborated to the English translation.
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to coexist and cooperate, but remain separated by different
experiences, interests, cultures and histories.
The legacy of the past
In 1994, when the first multiracial democratic elections put an
end to apartheid, South Africa was the most famous example
in the world of a “divided society”. The country was wracked
by deep cleavages and lines of tension. The entire South African
population was officially classified into four race or “population”
groups: “Africans”, “whites”, “coloureds” (or “mixed-race”), and
“Asians” of Indian origin. A legacy of the colonial era censuses,
the racial classification system had been reaffirmed between the
late 1940s and early 1950s by the national government (that
was democratically elected, but only by the white minority –
which between 1960 and 1991 decreased from 19% to 13% of
the total population) as the basis for a “separate development”
plan, the main purpose of which was in fact to prevent the rise
to power of the African majority (which increased from 67% to
76% during the same period)1. This racial classification, in turn,
simplified an ethno-linguistic landscape that was even more diverse – the result of Dutch and then British colonial dominance
and of the variety of indigenous populations included within
the borders of the Union of South Africa that was created in
1910. While the three minority groups (whites, coloureds and
Indians) mainly spoke English and Afrikaans (a language derived from Dutch), the African population was composed, in
terms of their mother tongue, of nine different Bantu language
groups – the most prominent of which (the speakers of isiZulu
and those of isiXhosa) did not account for more than a fifth of
the population each.
In social terms, the contrast between whites and the other
N. Nattrass, J. Seekings, The Economy and Poverty in the Twentieth Century in South
Africa, CSSR Working Paper No. 276, July 2010, Cape Town, Centre for Social
Science Research, 2010.
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groups (sometimes referred to collectively as “black”) overlapped with a profound divide in income levels and social
development. While national social and economic indicators
placed South Africa among middle-income countries2, they
masked a situation in which development and underdevelopment, “First” and “Third world”, coexisted side by side within
the same country. The white minority enjoyed levels of wellbeing and social development on a par with those of Western
Europe, North America and Australia, while the African majority, especially in rural areas, was stuck at a standard of living
like that of the rest of Africa and the developing world (the two
groups of Indians and coloureds, traditionally integrated into
the economy of the white cities, stood somewhere in the middle)3. At the end of apartheid the social structure, which coincided with the racial hierarchy, was highly polarized. Inequality,
measured by the Gini coefficient, was among the highest in the
world (between 0.58 and 0.68, depending on the estimate) and
put South Africa close to the most unequal Latin American and
African countries in socio-economic terms. The richest 10% of
the population, which was entirely white, accounted for nearly half of the gross national income, while the family income
of the poorest 10% (entirely black) represented just one-hundredth of the income available to the top tenth4.
Finally, in political terms, the apartheid project had led to
the formation of a series of black “homelands”, small formally
autonomous or independent states created by Pretoria in the
peripheral areas traditionally inhabited by the various African
ethnic groups. The white government’s plan, which had already
South Africa Foundation, South Africa 1993, Cape Town, Galvin & Sales, 1993.
In the early 1990s, for instance, according to census data, the average number
of years of schooling was 11 for whites, 9 for Indians, 7 for coloureds and 5.5 for
Africans. The Human Development Index (HDI) by racial group followed a similar
distribution (whites 0.90, Indians 0.84, coloureds 0.66, Africans 0.50) and the same
was true for all other indicators of wellbeing and social development.
4
N. Nattrass, J. Seekings, Class, Race, and Inequality in South Africa, Pietermaritzburg:
University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2006; C. Simkins, “South African Disparities”,
Journal of Democracy, no. 3, 2011, pp. 105-119.
2
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failed before the middle of the 1980s, was to transform South
Africa into a confederation of ethnically homogenous regional
states, preserving a white majority in the more central and developed areas. Inside the latter, separate political-administrative
institutions were created for coloureds, Indians and urbanised
Africans. By the 1970s these institutions had lost all credibility
and legitimacy among the black population and became the focus
of mass protests and resistance throughout the 1980s. Until completion of the democratic transition (1990-1994), state repression and political violence had brought the country to the brink
of civil war, undermining the stability of the political system.
The post-apartheid regime
At the end of the apartheid period South Africa was therefore
characterised by significant racial and ethnic divisions, by deep
socio-economic inequality and by a high degree of political instability. The new democratic regime born in 1994 tried to tackle
each one of these three dimensions. In political terms, the inclusion of the African majority and the coloured and Indian minorities in the national political process was accompanied by the
introduction of a majoritarian democratic model in which the
dominance of the ruling party was balanced out by the autonomy of a set of counter-powers close to the white minority and
supported by the international media – the political press, the judiciary, the academic world, and the corporate sector5 – as well as
by the expectation, shared by most political analysts, that the new
system would soon evolve towards a two-party, adversarial-competitive Anglo-American model based on alternation in office between majority and opposition parties on a left-right axis.
H. Adam, “Corporatism as Minority Veto under ANC Hegemony in South Africa”,
in H. Giliomee, C. Simkins (eds.), The Awkward Embrace: One-Party Domination and
Democracy in Industrialising Countries, Cape Town: Tafelberg, 1999, pp. 261-280; S.
Freidman, “No Easy Stroll to Dominance: Party Dominance, Opposition and Civil
Society in South Africa”, in H. Giliomee, C. Simkins (eds.) (1999), pp. 97-126.
5
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In social terms, the fear of a flight of private capital abroad
prevented the adoption of a massive redistribution of wealth
from the rich to the poor on the part of the new government6. With the shift to GEAR (Growth, Employment and
Redistribution), the new economic plan adopted in 1996, this
objective was put off to make room for more orthodox (or neoliberal) growth-oriented fiscal and macroeconomic policies7.
However, this capitulation was partially compensated for by
an increase in protection for workers, especially in the more
unionised sectors of the economy, through the introduction
of regulations similar to those in place in Western Europe’s
labour markets8, and by the concentration of social spending
on the poorest segment of the African population. Starting
in 2000, profiting from a phase of more sustained economic
growth, the social grants and pension programmes inherited
from the apartheid state were gradually expanded until they
covered more than a quarter of the total population, while the
construction of public housing and essential infrastructure (like
electricity and water) was concentrated in the urban townships
created under the apartheid regime and in the rural areas where
the poorest African population live9.
In ethnic-racial terms, the historic exclusion of the black
C. Bassett, “The Spectre of Debt in South Africa”, Labour, Capital & Society, no.
2, 2008, pp. 70-97; S. Ashman, B. Fine, S. Newman, “Amnesty International? The
Nature, Scale and Impact of Capital Flight from South Africa”, Journal of Southern
African Studies, vol. 37, no. 1, 2011.
7
H. Marais, South Africa: Limits to Change. The Political Economy of Transformation,
London and New York, Zed Press, 1998; P. Bond, Elite Transition. From Apartheid to
Neo-liberalism in South Africa, Pietermaritzburg: University of KwaZulu-Natal Press,
2000.
8
A. Habib, “From Pluralism to Corporatism: South Africa’s Labour Relations in
Transition”, Politikon, no. 1, 1997, pp. 57-75; E. Webster, G. Adler, “Toward a Class
Compromise in South Africa’s ‘Double Transition’: Bargained Liberalization and
the Consolidation of Democracy”, Politics and Society, no. 3, 1999, pp. 347-385; J.
Baskin, “Labour in South Africa’s Transition to Democracy: Concertation in a Third
World Setting”, in G. Adler, E. Webster (eds.), Trade Unions and Democratization in
South Africa, 1985-1997, Basingstoke, Macmillan Press, 2000, pp. 42-56.
9
N. Nattrass, J. Seekings (2006).
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majority from economic power was to be corrected through a
pervasive policy of “positive discrimination” (Black Economic
Empowerment, BEE), based on the old racial classification system, that was geared towards “transforming” the government’s
structure and the economy and towards the creation of a new
African (and partly coloured and Indian) elite and middle
class10. The highest-ranked positions in the public sector, which
had previously been the reserve of Afrikaans-speaking whites,
were quickly Africanised11. In 1998, the Employment Equity
Act forced all firms with 50 or more employees to replicate
within their workforce the same percentage of Africans as were
registered in the national census (grown to 80%), while companies traded on the Johannesburg stock exchange have to exhibit a “BEE certificate” to demonstrate a certain level of “black
ownership”. At the same time the new dispensation scorned the
adoption of power-sharing arrangements and the protection of
minority group rights based on linguistic or cultural identity,
which until the 1980s had been recommended by political scientists as necessary for the stability of “ethnically divided societies”12. Although the protection of the linguistic diversity of
the country was mentioned in the new democratic constitution
and all of the eleven languages used in South Africa and in the
black homelands prior to 1994 were formally recognised as official languages, in subsequent years multilingualism came to be
portrayed as a negative legacy of apartheid. As a result, English
B. Freund, “South Africa: The End of Apartheid and the Emergence of the ‘BEE
Elite’”, Review of African Political Economy, no. 114, 2007, pp. 661-678; R. Southall,
The New Black Middle Class in South Africa, Johannesburg, Jacana Media, 2016.
11
L.A. Picard, The State of the State, Johannesburg, Wits University Press, 2005;
A. Venter, C. Theunissen, “Administering national government”, in A. Venter, C.
Landsberg (eds.), Government and Politics in the new South Africa, Pretoria, Van
Schaik, 2006, p. 83; V. Naidoo, “Cadre deployment versus merit? Reviewing politicisation in the public service”, in J. Daniel, P. Naidoo, D. Pillay, R. Southall (eds.),
New South African Review 3. The Second Phase: Tragedy or Farce?, Johannesburg, Wits
University Press, 2013, pp. 216-277.
12
A. Lijphart, Power-Sharing in South Africa, Berkeley, University of California,
1985.
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(spoken as a mother tongue by only a small and predominantly
white minority, but the preferred language of the largely de-ethnicized and urbanized black elite) was systematically promoted
as the sole working language in the public and corporate sectors, in the media, and in the education and university system13.
At the same time, the consolidation of the central government’s
control over public spending prevented the mobilisation of
ethno-linguistic groups on the provincial and local levels. The
result was the exclusion of the ethnic dimension from political
discourse and the gradual disappearance of all explicitly “ethnic
parties” from the party system that was formed beginning in
199414.
The limits of the post-apartheid regime
Over the past ten years, the regime born in 1994 and formed
on the basis of these three solutions began to reveal its shortcomings. The social divide was partly de-racialised, but it does
not seem to have diminished with respect to what existed during apartheid. The gap between haves and have-nots no longer
fully overlaps with the racial divide, but it appears substantially
unchanged. On the one hand, due to the effect of the BEE policies, “rich” or “privileged South Africa” has increasingly become
multiracial. While in the 1950s and 1960s the class structure
coincided perfectly with the racial stratification (a white elite
that ruled over an Indian, coloured and African “petty bourgeoisie” and a large African proletariat), today’s South African
society is characterised by a largely multiracial bourgeois and
middle class. Still, the ratio between the rich and the poor has
not changed and the distance between the two groups in terms
N. Alexander, “The politics of language planning in post-apartheid South Africa”,
Language Problems and Language Planning , vol. 28, no. 2, 2004, pp. 113-130.
14
R. Mattes, The Election Book. Judgement and Choice in South Africa’s 1994 Election,
Cape Town, Idasa, 1995; R. Price, “Race and Reconciliation in South Africa”, Politics
and Society, vol. 25, no. 2, 1997, pp. 149-179.
13
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of income and life chances seems even greater. The Gini coefficient calculated prior to taking into account social transfers
is still extremely high and even seems to have grown marginally with respect to the pre-1994 period, approaching 0.70.
The reduction of the inequality between racial groups was in
fact counterbalanced by the growth of inequality within racial
groups, particularly within the African majority. The Gini coefficient for the African population, estimated at 0.47 in the
mid-1960s, was more than 0.60 by the end of the 1990s, while
the distribution of the Thiel index shows that the inequality
“within groups” contributes twice as much to the index as the
inequality “between groups”15.
Anti-poverty policies have achieved significant results, preventing many households in the poorest segments of the
African population from sinking into misery. The welfare state
inherited from the apartheid period, once it was de-racialised,
has shown itself capable of guaranteeing a more efficient and
universalistic redistribution of resources than in many Latin
American, African and Asian countries. Nevertheless, the percentage of the population relegated to living below the poverty line (which even today is still predominantly African), after
growing slightly during the first years of the democratic regime
to reach 50%, decreased in subsequent years, but still accounts
for nearly half of the total population16. A crucial cause of inequality and poverty is the high rate of unemployment, which
started to rise in the 1970s and today stands firmly at 25%
of the total active population, but mainly concentrates in the
black majority and especially in the African population. The
growth of youth unemployment in particular (which in the
N. Nattrass, J. Seekings (2006); S. van der Berg, M. Louw, L. du Toit, Poverty
Trends Since the Transition: What We Know, Stellenbosch Economic Working Papers
19/09, Stellenbosch, Stellenbosch University, 2007; M. Leibbrandt, I. Woolard, A.
Finn, J. Argent, Trends in South African Income Distribution and Poverty since the Fall
of Apartheid, OECD Social, Employment and Migration Working Papers, no. 101,
OECD Publishing, 2010.
16
S. Van der Berg et al. (2007); C. Simkins (2011).
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past few years had reached levels on a par with those of southern European countries, around 40%) places a heavy load on
poor households, which are forced to supplement the support
offered by the welfare state.
It is no coincidence then that social tensions and social unrest, which after 1994 had decreased, shifting in part from
anti-system violence to crime, have found their way back to
political protests. During the first decade after 1994 South
Africa was widely reported as a crime-ridden country, due to
one of the highest reported rates of assault and murder in the
world. After 2000, as the murder rate declined and stabilized,
South Africa once again became the scene of a wave of public
protest actions. Beginning in the late 1990s, wildcat strikes,
demonstrations, and boycotts became increasingly common
in the news reports. Local actions such as road blockades and
land and state-built housing occupations, particularly in urban
areas, swept throughout the country17. The rate of protests escalated after 2004, but became even higher with the start of
the global economic crisis, with thousands of people taking to
the streets in protest every year. The most common reasons for
protests were grievances concerning urban housing and land
and increases in transport and electricity prices, but targets for
local protest actions also included poor service delivery (e.g.
with regard to water and sanitation), unfair or corrupt allocation of houses, overcrowding in schools, government corruption and lack of popular consultation at the local level, evictions
and forced removals, as well as broader economic and social
issues such as crime, unemployment, low wages, and labour
brokering. While a few dozens of people had been killed by the
police until 2011, in August 2012 violence suddenly peaked in
the bloody incidents in the Marikana mine in Rustenburg, in
which 34 striking miners were killed. The worst incidence of
S. Mottiar, P. Bond, “The Politics of Discontent and Social Protest in Durban”,
Politikon, vol. 39, no. 3, 2010, pp. 309-330; L. Sinwell, “Is ‘Another World’ Really
Possible? Re-examining Counter-hegemonic Forces in Post-apartheid South Africa”,
Review of African Political Economy, vol. 38, no. 127, 2011, pp. 61-76.
17
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police violence in post-apartheid South Africa so far, Marikana
drew the attention of the international media to the new wave
of social unrest in post-apartheid South Africa.
The economic hardship suffered by the poorest segment of
the African population also found an outlet in violence against
legal and illegal immigrants from neighbouring countries like
Zimbabwe, Malawi and Mozambique and from other areas
of sub-Saharan Africa (notably Somalia, Congo, and Nigeria)
who stream towards the Johannesburg metro area and the
country’s principal urban centres. Although no undisputed
estimates of the number of undocumented migrants living in
South Africa exist, according to the 2012 census 2.2 million
regular or documented foreigners lived in the country, while a
2015 estimate placed the number of undocumented migrants
between 500,000 and one million. After democratisation in
1994, contrary to expectations, the incidence of xenophobia
among South Africa’s black and particularly African population
increased. The first reported assaults on foreign immigrants by
local armed gangs who blamed foreigners for unemployment,
crime and spreading AIDS was reported in the Johannesburg
township of Alexandra in the mid-1990s. Between 2000 and
March 2008, at least 67 people died in what were identified
as xenophobic attacks. Attacks on foreign nationals, based on
claims that they were attempting to drain social grants and
economic opportunities from South African citizens, increased
markedly in late 2007 and early 2008. In May 2008, a series of
riots started in Alexandra, when locals attacked migrants from
Mozambique, Malawi and Zimbabwe, and quickly spread to
other urban areas across the country, leading to 62 people being killed and several hundred injured. In the following years,
a string of recurrent attacks on low-skilled foreign immigrants
and refugees continued, ignited by intense competition for jobs
and housing. Somali, Pakistani and other owners of shops and
micro enterprises based in urban shack settlements were blamed
for the decline of South African small business and targeted for
looting in Johannesburg and other cities every year.
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The May 2008 riots unveiled the reality of African xenophobia in post-apartheid South Africa, and underscored, even in
the eyes of global public opinion, how an awareness of sharing some of the Global North’s privileges is ingrained even
in the most disadvantaged parts of “black South Africa”. The
ANC government’s efforts to overcome the ethnic divisions
within the South African population by embarking on a “nation-building project” were also seen as a cause of the growth
in intolerance towards outsiders. The emergence of the issue of
immigration and xenophobia in the national political agenda
has put the government in Pretoria in a difficult position, where
it finds itself squeezed between accusations of wanting to build
a “Fortress South Africa” by restraining and criminalizing immigration and the ideals of continental solidarity that the ANC
had wanted to put at the centre of the new democratic South
Africa’s foreign policy and public diplomacy18.
In political terms, the two decades that followed the triumphal election of Mandela highlighted the limitations of the
equilibrium born in the 1990s during the transition and in the
first years of the democratic regime. The wait for the advent
of a two-party or bipolar system based on alternating “right”
and “left” parties in government has proved much longer than
anticipated. After it emerged victorious from the ballot box in
1994, the ANC won all successive national elections with more
than 62% of the vote, earning the right to govern the country
alone. The social bloc created by the ANC in 1994, made up of
the new black middle class, the highly unionised urban African
working class and the African rural masses based in the former
homelands (which since 1994 have always delivered more than
80% of their votes to the ANC), has proven more solid and
long-lasting than most observers had expected. According to
N. Pophiwa, M. Wentzel, J. Viljoen, “Regional transborder legacies and the inadequacies of South African immigration policy”, in D. Plaatjies, M. Chitiga-Mabugu,
C. Hongoro, T. Meyiwa, M. Nkondo, F. Nyamnjoh (eds.), State of the Nation South
Africa 2016: Who is in charge?: mandates, accountability and contestations in the South
African state, Pretoria, HSRC, 2016, pp. 457-463.
18
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most predictions, after 1994 the African electorate of the ANC
was destined to break up along class lines as a result of the tension between a centrist middle class and a radical left. If the
former were to prevail, the radical wing would leave the ANC
and found a new party to its left; if the latter succeeded, part of
the new black middle class would choose to join with the liberal
opposition (the Democratic Alliance, or DA, that rose from the
ashes of the Democratic Party, the old white liberal party). This
prediction however did not reflect the reality on the ground and
certain structural factors that limited the strategies open to political actors and voters. On the one hand, by leaving the ANC
and the government, the populist-radical left would end up on
the margins of the system and would open the way to a shift of
the government to the right. For its part, the new black middle
class, which owes most of its social status and economic advancement to BEE policies, would not benefit from cutting its
ties to the ANC government, which it still largely depends on.
The South African “malaise”
Under the presidency of Nelson Mandela (1994-1999) and
that of his successor Thabo Mbeki (1999-2008), the international markets and financial media gave their unconditioned
support to the ANC, seeing it as the only political power that,
at least during the consolidation phase of the new regime, could
win the trust of the financial establishment and keep the social
peace necessary to protect the country’s market economy and
foreign investments in it. Starting in 2007, however, this relationship gradually began to deteriorate. The leadership struggle
within the ANC, which brought into power the “populist” and
Africanist Jacob Zuma instead of the more “orthodox” Mbeki
(who was less popular among the African masses), scared international markets and foreign investors, making them fear
that the party could be open to “anti-capitalist” pressures
from the left wing of the party and from the poorest part of its
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constituency19. The birth of the Economic Freedom Fighters
(EFF), a new left-populist party founded in 2013, was hailed
with great concern by the international financial press and the
South African corporate sector, who feared that the competition offered by the new party might push the government’s
agenda to the left. In fact, the EFF consolidated its position
as a safety valve for the young African electorate that feels excluded from access to the highest levels of the labour market
and is increasingly alienated from traditional party politics. Its
presence inspired new forms of protest like the #FeesMustFall
campaign, an African student protest against an increase in fees
and the lack of funding for poorer students that began at the
highest-ranking universities of the country in October 2015.
However, it failed to pose a significant threat to the ANC
among the African masses.
Nevertheless, the growth of corruption that is the result of
a long stay in power and the recurrent conflicts between the
ANC government and the judiciary, together with the continuing social and economic hardships faced by large swaths of the
black population, put powerful weapons in the hands of the
international media, which started to feature widespread coverage of accusations against Zuma and to increasingly support the
liberal opposition. The critique of political corruption offered a
common ground and a shared objective to the DA, a party with
its roots in “privileged South Africa”, and the anti-system forces
that have grown out of the most radicalised fringes of “poor
South Africa”. In the last municipal elections held in August
2016, for the first time the ruling party slipped below the 60%
threshold at the national level, fuelling the hope, inside and
outside the country, that a real contest between the ANC and
the DA could be arising in a near future. The liberal opposition,
which rose to 27% at the national level, demonstrated that it
could compete effectively with the ANC at least in the urban
areas, where that black middle class is largely based. Already
R. Parsons (ed.), Zumanomics: Which Way to Shared Prosperity in South Africa?
Challenges for a New Government, Johannesburg, Jacana Media, 2009.
19
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at the helm of the municipal and provincial governments in
Cape Town, the DA, in coalition with other smaller parties,
took control of Tshwane/Pretoria and Johannesburg, the largest cities in the Gauteng province, the heart of South Africa’s
economy, which in the past had always seemed out of the opposition’s reach.
The decline of the ruling party has been welcomed as good
news by South Africa’s business press and the international media, which had blamed poor economic governance and corruption at the highest levels of ANC government for the lack of a
full recovery of the South African economy following the 2008
crisis. However, the expectation that the end of ANC dominance can, on its own, produce a net benefit for South Africa’s
economic and social equilibria appears dubious. In fact, the
crucial factors that hampered the growth of the South African
economy must be sought in its structural fragilities. On the
one hand, like other early-industrialised countries, South Africa
had to deal with the consequences of global market liberalisation and increasing competition in industrial production from
the new Asian powers. On the other, unlike the other, larger
“emerging economies” in the BRICS club, it has not been able
to benefit from the advantages that come from the combination
of low labour costs and a large domestic market. The second
flaw could be compensated, in the long-term, by an increase in
demand for goods and services from sub-Saharan Africa’s expanding economies. However, it looks less likely that labour
market deregulation and wage reduction, which are still being
advocated by the international financial media20, could be introduced without risking a significant increase in social conflicts,
at a time when the outcry by the poorest and most desperate
segments of South African society seems to be intensifying.

D. Pilling, “South Africa has a rescue plan – it needs to implement it”,
Financial Times, 3 August 2016, www.ft.com/cms/s/0/5cf83124-58c4-11e6-8d054eaa66292c32.html. Accessed September 17, 2016.
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The future of the rainbow nation
Most significantly, the hope that the electoral decline of the
ANC can make way for a revolution in South Africa’s political
landscape seems to underestimate the key role that racial and
ethnic diversity continues to play – and will continue to play in
the foreseeable future – in South African society. While none of
the major political parties, since the 1990s, has explicitly called
for ethnic or racial solidarity, the party system is still strongly
linked to racial communities. The line that separates the African
majority from the three minority groups (white, coloured and
Indian) remains even today far and away the single greatest predictor of election results. Since 1994, the ANC has based its
strength on its ability to maintain united an African majority
which could potentially be divided along ethno-linguistic lines,
resisting competition from smaller ethnic-regional African parties (the principal one, the Zulu-based Inkhata Freedom Party,
seemed to become all but obsolete following the election of
Zuma, a Zulu, as President). Within the ANC constituency,
both racial identity and ethnic connections have for decades
cemented the alliance between the new African elite and the
black urban masses, on the one side, and the rural peripheries,
which had always seen the ethnic background of the national
leaders as a guarantee that their interests would be recognised
and protected at a central level, on the other. For its own part,
the DA (like the National Party of the last white President, F.W.
de Klerk, from whom in 1999 it inherited its electorate and its
place in the political spectrum) has always received the support
of the minority groups and has found its own electoral stronghold in Cape Town and in the Western Cape province, i.e. in
the only areas in the country in which the white and coloured
electorate prevailed numerically over the African one.
The good result for the DA in cities with an African majority represents a new trend. The vote in favour of the DA by a
segment of the urban African middle class gives support to the
hope that South African politics can realign itself in a contest
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between a left and a right that are completely independent of
historical racial identities. Nevertheless, the urban areas where
the ANC monopoly started to waver represent just one portion
of South Africa. The rural peripheries, the old African homelands from which in the last century young Africans set off in
search of work on white farms and in the Rand mines, where
municipal officials still share their authority with traditional
chiefs, and where life is harder and the poverty more profound,
still have not abandoned the ruling party. In 1994 they chose
to side with the ANC, which then enjoyed the support of only
the urban black working class, refusing the offer by de Klerk to
form a conservative front with the Afrikaans-speaking whites
and the African leaders of the former homelands. In exchange
for their loyalty to the ruling party and to the new dispensation, the rural peripheries did not get the development that was
probably impossible to achieve under the conditions of the past
two decades, nor a reduction in the profound gap with metropolitan areas, in which the new, largely multiracial “privileged
South Africa” has taken shape. However, they have never been
abandoned by the ANC government and they still appear to be
extremely far away from the DA’s electorate and from the latter’s social-liberal programmes and international connections.
The gap could not be wider – in life experiences even more
so than in values and interests – between this “solid” black
South Africa and the urban neighbourhoods where the white
and black middle class that supports the DA is mounting its
challenge to Zuma’s party. In the hung, multi-party municipal councils that emerged from the ballot box in the last local
elections, the DA and the EFF were able to forge some local alliances, setting aside economic and social questions and focusing instead on initiatives aimed at building a local government
that is more transparent, fair and closer to the citizens. But it is
hard to believe that these two opposition parties that represent
such disparate parts of the South African mosaic could together become an alternative as a national ruling majority to the
black-African “grand coalition” forged by the ANC from the
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ashes of apartheid. On the other hand, the return to the power-sharing arrangements that were discarded during the constitutional negotiations of the 1990s appears to be unlikely, as
the bargains behind closed doors among party elites, on which
any consociational model ultimately rests, sound at odds with
the increasing popular demand for accountability, transparency
and citizens’ direct participation. Twenty years after 1994, in
the twilight of the long reign of the party of Mandela, South
Africa discovers itself, once more, as a “common society” united by the belief of sharing a single destiny and by the will to
keep conflicts from destroying a country that everyone feels is
their own. But it also remains a nation composed of different
“worlds” which are separated by different interests, lifestyles,
cultures and histories, and always have to find new ways to coexist and work together.

5. Still Leading in sub-Saharan Africa?
Brendan Vickers

Africa has been the centrepiece of South Africa’s foreign policy since the end of apartheid more than twenty years ago.
Deepening trade and investment relations with African countries and strengthening and extending regional integration are
key economic diplomacy objectives of the South African government. There are also expectations that South Africa should
act as an engine for regional growth and development and contribute to the provision of regional public goods, especially the
three “I’s”: institutions, integration and infrastructure. To burnish its role as a development partner, South Africa has entered
into a range of strategic bilateral frameworks with many African
countries to promote economic cooperation across a broad
range of sectors, support capacity-building and deliver technical assistance. There are even plans to establish a South African
Development Partnership Agency (SADPA) and a Partnership
Fund for Development to support Africa’s development agenda.
This reflects sensibilities that South Africa’s own development
and security are indissolubly entwined with the reconstruction
and revitalisation of the Southern African region and the prosperity of the wider African continent. It is indeed a foreign policy
axiom that South Africa cannot hope to become an “island of
prosperity” in a “sea of poverty”, a scenario that could lead to
unfettered migration as well as traffic in illegal arms, contraband
and drugs.
South Africa may not be an uncontested leader in Africa, but
the country has made a significant contribution to Africa’s development over the past twenty years through growing trade, investment and development cooperation. In 2014, Nigeria surpassed
South Africa to become Africa’s biggest economy following a
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rebasing of that country’s gross domestic product (GDP) for
the first time in two decades. In 2015, Nigeria’s GDP based on
purchasing power parity (PPP) was estimated at about US$1.1
trillion, followed closely by Egypt at US$1.050 trillion. South
Africa’s GDP was ranked third highest in Africa, at US$726 billion. Notwithstanding GDP indicators, South Africa is far more
industrialised than Nigeria and the most diversified economy in
Africa. With this in mind, this chapter examines South Africa’s
economic engagement in sub-Saharan Africa. It argues that
following South Africa’s exuberant economic expansion into
Africa’s frontier markets during the first decade of democracy,
there is now intensifying competition for access to renascent
Africa’s abundant resources and consumer markets. The growing presence of public and private operators from outside the
continent, the success of other fast-growing African multinational enterprises (MNEs) and companies in a variety of sectors
from resources to manufacturing1, and an emerging entrepreneurial class in many African countries means the continent is
no longer a captive market for South African capital. While the
bulk of outward investment into Africa has been private sector
driven and outside any government-inspired framework, the
changing and challenging circumstances of the African business
landscape point to the importance of a more coordinated “SA
Inc.” approach between the state and business to more tactically
and strategically engage Africa.
The chapter makes this argument in five steps. Sections one
and two provide overviews of South Africa’s trade and investment relations with Africa, where South Africa remains one of
the leading players and drivers of integration. The next section
explores the concept of “developmental regionalism” and how
the South African government seeks to champion and leverage this approach to promote a more equitable spread of the
The African continent has 400 companies with revenue of more than US$1 billion
per year, and these companies are growing faster, and are more profitable in general
than their global peers. See McKinsey Global Institute, Lions on the Move II: Realizing
the Potential of Africa’s Economies, September 2016.
1
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benefits of regional integration in Eastern and Southern Africa.
Section four proposes the notion of “SA Inc.”. The chapter
concludes with some observations on South Africa’s future economic role in Africa.
Trade relations with Africa
South Africa’s trade in goods and services with the African continent has grown rapidly over the last twenty years. In 2015,
South Africa’s total goods trade with Africa exceeded US$32.7
billion2, representing about 20% of South Africa’s overall merchandise trade with the world. Approximately 30% of the
country’s goods exports are destined for Africa (US$23.7 billion in 2015), while imports from the continent lag at around
11% (US$9 billion in 2015).
There are three important features that characterise South
Africa’s trading pattern with Africa. First, whereas South Africa’s
export profile to the rest of the world is dominated by minerals and commodities, its exports to Africa are mainly finished
manufactured goods. The latter includes machinery, mechanical appliances, iron and steel products, transport goods, chemicals, and plastic and rubber goods. An important determinant
of South African manufacturing firms’ advantage on the continent is their proximity to African markets, as well as the fact
that they provide services related to the assembly, maintenance
and repair of goods and facilities. In return, South African imports from its African trading partners are mainly mineral fuels
(especially from Nigeria and Angola), raw materials and other
commodities.
Second, although sub-Saharan Africa’s share in South Africa’s
imports has more than doubled over the last decade, South
Africa still runs a trade surplus in Africa (US$14.7 billion in
2015). This reflects structural factors such as South Africa’s
relative size, level of development, and productive and supply
2

Calculated using 2015 average exchange rate for the rand/dollar.
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capabilities. It also reflects historical trade relationships that
naturally cast the region in a “hub-and-spoke” relationship to
South Africa. While Nigeria runs a surplus with South Africa,
the structure of bilateral trade is imbalanced: 90% of Nigeria’s
exports to South Africa are crude oil, while almost 120 South
African firms operate in diverse sectors of Nigeria’s economy
and export various manufactured products and supply services
to Nigeria. Given competing ambitions for continental leadership, fraught political relations and economic rivalries, Nigerian
political and business elites have called for greater market access
into South Africa to support their own domestic producers and
industries. In 2015, they also threatened to shut down leading
South African businesses after xenophobic attacks on migrant
workers in South Africa.
Third, as the figures below demonstrate, the bulk of South
Africa’s trade (and outward FDI) takes place predictably within the SADC (Southern African Development Community)
neighbourhood, where a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) among
13 of the 15 members operates3. There are also important commercial opportunities for South African business elsewhere on
the continent. For this reason, South Africa has been a leading champion of opening markets through the Tripartite FTA,
launched in June 2015, and the continuing Continental FTA
negotiations.

The SADC FTA was launched in 2008 with twelve member states. Seychelles formally acceded to the SADC FTA in May 2015.
3
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Figure 1 - South Africa’s top 10 export partners in Africa (US$ millions), 2015

Source: Author’s calculations based on South African Customs and Revenue (SARS)
trade data
Figure 2 - South Africa’s top 10 import partners in Africa (US$ millions), 2015

Source: Author’s calculations based on South African Customs and Revenue (SARS)
trade data
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South African investment into the
“Rising Continent”
South African state-owned companies and private corporations
are today heavily invested in the African continent and beyond,
while seven South African MNEs are ranked among the top
100 non-financial transnational corporations from developing
and transition economies4. While precise data on foreign direct
investment (FDI) flows to Africa is difficult to obtain, South
African operators are among the top investors in a wide range
of sectors covering mining, manufacturing, retail, communications, construction, financial services, and tourism and leisure
(Table 1). About 75% of South Africa’s African subsidiaries are
in services, trade and financial sectors (Figure 3).
Table 1 - Examples of outward FDI by South African firms and their drivers

Industry

Enterprise

Drivers of outward FDI

State enterprises
State-owned
companies

Airports Company of
South Africa
Eskom
Industrial Development
Corporation
PetroSA
South African Airways
(SAA)
Transnet

Manufacturing

DPI Plastics
Illovo Sugar
Mondi
PPC
Sappi
Sasol
Steinhoff
Universal Footwear

Government policies supporting
regional cooperation and
infrastructure development
Investment opportunities
Privatisation in host countries
Regional network of operations

Private enterprises
Access to markets and growth
Sourcing of materials
Diversification
Trade-supporting

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), World Investment
Report 2016. Investor Nationality: Policy Challenges, Geneva, UNCTAD, 2016.
4
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Natural
resources,
mining and
agriculture

Anglogold Ashanti
Illovo Sugar
Metorex
Sappi

Access to natural resources
Investment opportunities from
privatisation
Control value chains
Access new markets
Lower cost of production

Services

Anglo American
City Lodge
Datatec
Dimension Data
First Rand
Group Five
MTN
Murray and Roberts
Nedbank
Old Mutual
Standard Bank
Tsogo Sun

Access to markets and growth
Investment opportunities from
privatisations
Strengthen market position
Build regional networks
Profit/risk diversification motives
Raising capital

Wholesale and
retail trade

Barloworld
Bidvest
Pick n Pay
Shoprite Holdings
PEP
Woolworths
Famous Brands

Access to markets and growth
Investment opportunities from
privatisations
Strengthen market position
Build regional networks
Profit/risk diversification motives

Source: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD); Ernst
& Young

Figure 3 - Industry breakdown of South African subsidiaries in
sub-Saharan Africa

Source: IMF, South Africa Article IV Consultation, IMF Country Report No. 16/217, 2016
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From available data, South Africa is among the five largest
investors in sub-Saharan Africa and holds first place in many
countries, particularly in the SADC region (Figures 4 and 5).
Namibia and Botswana host the most South African subsidiaries, over 500 and 280 respectively, which is unsurprising since
they are South Africa’s largest regional export markets.
According to one study, total South African direct investment
in Africa increased by 31 times between 1994 and 2009, totalling just over US$9 billion at the end of that period (in 2015
prices). Beyond SADC, South African firms have some corporate footprint in the three larger economies of the East African
Community (EAC), namely Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania.
While the locational advantages and knowledge of the immediate neighbourhood may provide a strategic advantage to South
African firms, there are untapped investment opportunities in
the growing economies of Central and East Africa, and especially
West Africa, where South African corporations have largely limited their exposure to Ghana and Nigeria. Better coordination
between the state and business through an “SA Inc.” approach
could play a key facilitating role for other firms to expand successfully into these new markets.
Figure 4 - South Africa’s outward FDI position in Africa
(% of recipient country’s GDP, average)

Source: IMF, South Africa Article IV Consultation, IMF Country Report No. 16/217, 2016
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Figure 5 - South Africa’s subsidiaries in sub-Saharan Africa
(number of subsidiaries)

8
Mali

2
Guinea-B.

1
Niger

4
B. Faso

8
Cote d'Ivoire

2
Chad

118
Nigeria

9
Cameroon
19
Congo

30
Angola

509
Namibia

9
Ethiopia

1
CAR
8
Rwanda
35
DRC

12
Seychelles

47
Malawi

161
Zambia

124
Zimbabwe

286
Botswana

96
Lesotho

1

91
Kenya
73
Tanzania

181
Mozambique
151
Swaziland

206
Mauritius

5
Madagascar

509

Source: IMF, South Africa Article IV Consultation, IMF Country Report No. 16/217, 2016

Many international investors have long viewed South Africa
as a “gateway” or conduit for their operations in Africa. This is
often attributed to the country’s sound financial markets, regulatory regime and superior services infrastructure, including relatively advanced transport and distribution networks. Foreignowned MNEs including Kraft Foods, Kimberly-Clark, Lafarge
and Wal-Mart (following its US$2.4 billion acquisition of
South African retail giant Massmart in 2011) have successfully
leveraged their South African bases to unlock wider regional
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opportunities5. There is some debate in South Africa about
the country’s continuing gateway status and value proposition
as a regional business hub6. Today, multinationals increasingly
enter the African continent from jurisdictions more suited to
the nature of their operations – whether mining or services,
for example. Angola, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria
and Rwanda also increasingly operate as gateways into their
respective regions. South Africa’s geographic distance from
some major African markets, as well as increased policy uncertainty during the Zuma presidency (as alluded to in this
volume), may have led General Electric, Coca-Cola, Nestlé
and Heineken to establish their regional headquarters for
sub-Saharan Africa in Nairobi and not South Africa.
While the South African government has not developed any
formal framework for outward FDI into Africa, it has established
an incentive structure to promote such flows. South Africa’s exchange controls, for example, have been progressively liberalised
since the 2000’s to support outward investment into SADC
and the wider African continent. By 2014 the government had
eliminated restrictions on investments “passing through” South
Africa to the rest of Africa through specific tax and exchange
control rules that apply to qualifying international headquarter
companies. This increases South Africa’s attractiveness as a location for regional headquarters, especially as part of a gateway
or branding strategy. Various government support schemes also
aim to facilitate outward FDI. These include the Department
of Trade and Industry’s Export Marketing and Investment
Assistance scheme and the Capital Projects Feasibility Fund, as
well as investment facilitation and market intelligence provided
by Foreign Economic Representatives (FERs) deployed to targeted African markets. Although South Africa has diplomatic
Standard Bank, EM10 and Africa: South Africa in Africa – A Steady, Yet Narrow,
Ascent, research report, 12 June 2013, pp. 3-4.
6
P. Draper, S. Scholvin, The Economic Gateway to Africa? Geography, Strategy and
South Africa’s Regional Economic Relations, Occasional Paper 121, Johannesburg,
South African Institute for International Affairs, 2012.
5
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representation in 44 African countries, FERs are present in
only a handful. Anecdotal evidence suggests that South African
firms seeking to expand into Africa are often oblivious to these
services or see little role for the state as their potential benefactor or partner in doing business in Africa.
The scale and extent of South African capital expansion
into Africa is not without controversy and reflects general discontents in Africa (held by many South Africans too) about
globalisation and its effects. The presence of heavily invested
South African firms on the continent has led some analysts to
depict South African capital as “new exploiters”, “hegemons”
or “neo-colonialists” that displace or crowd out local business,
while others argue that these firms are the “market developers” and “market leaders” that increase competition and trade
in underdeveloped markets7. These crude dichotomies are unhelpful and misleading, given the rich diversity of experiences
among South African corporates in Africa (success and failure),
their bespoke market entry strategies, and the impact of their
individual operations on host economies8. Rather than tarring
companies with the same brush, what is needed are specific sector, industry or firm-level case studies to determine whether
South African capital is indeed detrimental to or supportive of
host countries’ national development plans.
It is possible that many of the concerns raised about South
African investment in Africa are due to perception deficits. The
untrammelled expansion of several brands and franchises may
indeed have displaced local entrepreneurs and led to the “South
Africanisation” of particular sectors, especially services, sparking some backlash. But there may also be many developmental
See, for example, C. Alden, M. Soko, “South Africa’s economic relations with
Africa: hegemony and its discontents”, Journal of Modern African Studies, vol. 43,
no. 3, 2005, pp. 367-392; and J. Hudson, “South Africa’s Economic Expansion into
Africa: Neo-colonialism or Development?”, in A. Adebajo, A. Adedeji, C. Landsberg
(eds.), South Africa in Africa: The Post-Apartheid Era. Scottsville, University of
KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2007.
8
D. Games, Business in Africa: Corporate Insights, Cape Town, Penguin Random
House South Africa, 2013.
7
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dividends associated with South African operators investing
in the rest of Africa. These include employment creation; upgrading of existing and building new infrastructure, including
investment in network services such finance, transport and telecommunications; technology transfer through human resource
development; increased tax revenues for the state; increased
consumer choice; and boosting general investor confidence in
host countries9.
To address negative perceptions about South Africa’s corporate expansion, and to promote more socially responsible behaviour and investment into the rest of Africa, in July 2016
the South African government released Guidelines for Good
Business Practice by South African Companies Operating in Africa.
Although the latter is only a voluntary set of codes drawing on
international best practices, it does suggest some discomfort
in government circles about the private sector’s record of good
corporate citizenship in the rest of Africa, as well as enduring
sensitivity to criticisms of a “Big Brother” role on the continent,
despite Tshwane’s solid development partnership credentials to
the contrary10.
Promoting “developmental regionalism” in Africa
South Africa has consistently championed broader regional integration through SACU, SADC and the Tripartite FTA (T-FTA),
as well as the ongoing Africa-wide Continental FTA (C-FTA)
negotiations. The South African government has played a leading role in shaping an alternative model for regional integration
in Africa, called “developmental regionalism”. This approach
argues that the barriers to intra-regional trade in Africa are
See for example P. Draper, A. Phillip, M. Kalaba, “South Africa’s International
Trade Diplomacy. Implications for Regional Integration”, Regional Integration in
Southern Africa, Gaborone, Friedrich Ebert Foundation, vol. 1, 2006.
10
B. Vickers, “Towards a new aid paradigm: South Africa as African development
partner”, Cambridge Review of International Affairs, vol. 25, no. 4, December 2012,
pp. 535-556.
9
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more to do with underdeveloped production structures and inadequate infrastructure, rather than tariffs or regulatory barriers. Developmental regionalism therefore prioritises market integration, cross-border infrastructure development and policy
coordination to foster industrialisation11. This approach is now
being pursued in SACU, SADC and the Tripartite Initiative, as
well as discussions around the Continental FTA to be launched
by the extremely ambitious date of 2017.
From South Africa’s perspective, SACU – the world’s oldest
functioning customs union between South Africa, Botswana,
Lesotho, Namibia and Swaziland – remains the anchor for
deeper integration in Southern Africa. The SACU members
have adopted a work programme with five priority areas, namely regional industrial policy (specifically identifying sectors
and interventions to promote a wider spread of industrial development among SACU members, such as agro-processing);
review of the revenue-sharing formula; development of a trade
facilitation programme to improve border efficiencies; unified
engagement in external trade negotiations; and establishing
common institutions, such as the SACU Tariff Board and the
SACU Tribunal.
The SADC FTA has been fully implemented since 2012,
with 92% of product lines traded at zero per cent against the
baseline of 85% in 2008. The next priority is to consolidate
the SADC FTA before considering deeper forms of integration,
such as a SADC-wide customs union. This work programme
seeks to: facilitate the accession of member states that are
not yet participating in the SADC FTA (i.e. Angola and the
Democratic Republic of the Congo); fully implement the FTA;
promote trade facilitation; reduce non-tariff barriers; simplify
Rules of Origin; harmonise regional standards and technical
regulations; and implement harmonised regional customs documentation and procedures.
In June 2011, South Africa also hosted the launch of the
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), South African Trade Policy and Strategy
Framework, Pretoria, 2010.
11
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T-FTA negotiations among SADC, the Common Market for
Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) and the EAC. The
T-FTA was formally launched in Egypt on 10 June 2015 with
the signatures of 16 of the 26 countries participating in the
negotiations. Zambia signed the agreement on 17 June 2016,
bringing the total number of signatories to seventeen. The
T-FTA is currently the largest free trade zone in Africa, stretching from Cape Town to Cairo. The T-FTA’s combined GDP of
US$1.2 trillion in 2013 makes it the sixteenth largest economy
in the world, opening up numerous trade, investment and development opportunities once the agreement is fully and effectively implemented (Figure 6).
The T-FTA will be an important building block for the
C-FTA. The C-FTA is one of the key pillars of the African
Union’s Agenda 2063, which sets the developmental vision
and pathway for Africa over the next five decades. To speed
up these negotiations and exercise greater leadership over the
process, in July 2016 South Africa joined Egypt, Kenya and
Nigeria in a Quadrilateral Group for that purpose. This is an
encouraging example of cooperation among the continent’s
dominant regional economies to advance regional integration
and boost intra-African trade, which at 12% lags behind other
regions of the world economy12.
Complementing this ambitious integration agenda is an extensive work programme to address Africa’s chronic infrastructure challenges13. As far back as 1996, South Africa’s Department
Intra-regional trade in Latin America and the Caribbean is 21%, 40% in North
America, 50% in developing Asia and 70% in Europe. There is also considerable
“under-trading” among African countries, suggesting the potential for greater trade
expansion. The figure for intra-regional trade may be much higher if the substantial
informal trade in goods and services that takes place in Africa were included in official
statistics.
13
The World Bank estimates that Africa needs US$93 billion annually over the
next decade to overcome its infrastructure deficits, particularly in the power sector,
which is more than twice previous financing estimates. The new estimate amounts
to roughly 15% of the continent’s GDP, comparable to what China invested in infrastructure over the last decade. See V. Foster, C. Briceño-Garmendia (eds.), Africa’s
12
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of Trade and Industry pioneered the Spatial Development
Initiative (SDI) model, which has expanded across the region
due to strong backing from SADC, the AU and NEPAD. The
SDI model seeks to develop geographic zones with latent economic potential by attracting investment into “anchor projects”
such as ports, parks, tourist facilities, mining areas or major
industrial developments. The idea is to stimulate economic
densification activities within the trans-boundary corridors14.
The success of the model has led South Africa to prioritise five
SDIs over the medium-term, covering Angola-Namibia-South
Africa (ANSA), the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC),
Mozambique, Tanzania and Zimbabwe.
At the continental level, South Africa chairs the AU’s
Presidential Infrastructure Championing Initiative (PICI),
which consists of seven major presidential infrastructure projects across Africa. South Africa specifically champions the
North-South Corridor, which aims to rehabilitate Africa’s rail
and road infrastructure from Durban to Dar-es-Salaam.

Infrastructure. A Time for Transformation, Washington, DC, World Bank, 2010.
14
Examples of key regional SDI projects include the Maputo Development Corridor
connecting South Africa’s industrial heartland, Gauteng, to the Mozambican port of
Maputo; the Beira Corridor linking Malawi and Zimbabwe to the Mozambican port
of Beira; the Benguela Corridor connecting Angola to southern DRC and Zambia;
and the Nacala Corridor, which links Malawi and Zambia to the Mozambican port of
Nacala, the deepest natural port on the east coast of Africa.
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Figure 6 - The Tripartite Free Trade Area (T-FTA):
a common market spanning half of Africa
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Towards an “SA Inc.” approach for Africa
Africa’s vastly improved economic prospects have led to intensifying competition for access to the continent’s abundant
resources and growing consumer and procurement markets15.
Africa’s households are projected to spend US$2.1 trillion by
2025, offering promising business opportunities in a range of
consumer-facing industries, from housing to healthcare to leisure. Companies in Africa offer an even larger market, with
spending projected to grow to US$3.5 trillion by 202516.
The African business landscape is rapidly changing and more
crowded and congested with competitors. This means South
African companies must increasingly compete with public
and private operators from developed countries and emerging markets, but also home-grown companies from Africa.
K. Moghalu, Emerging Africa: How the Global Economy’s ‘Last Frontier’ Can Prosper
and Matter, Ibadan, Nigeria, Bookcraft, 2013.
16
McKinsey Global Institute (2016).
15
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Notwithstanding these changed circumstances, South African
firms still retain a strong foothold in most sectors and continue to enjoy the benefits of an established commercial presence
and firm-specific advantages from years of operating in these
markets.
Following the rapid expansion of South African corporate
entities into Africa during the first decade of democracy, some
firms are now struggling to maintain or expand market presence. Nigeria is a case in point. With its youthful and rapidly
urbanising population, Nigeria is extremely attractive to global
brands. There are over 100 South African companies operating
in Nigeria and many of these are thriving, including MTN,
Standard Bank, Shoprite, Pepkor and Multichoice. Nigeria is
telecoms operator MTN’s biggest market and generates almost
a third of its revenues. Other investors have been less successful
in Nigeria’s operating conditions and regulatory environment.
Woolworths and Truworths, two leading South African retailers, withdrew from Nigeria shortly after investing. In 2015,
Tiger Brands, South Africa’s biggest food manufacturer, sold its
Nigerian business to Dangote Industries17. South African telecoms operators have also faced headwinds: in 2010, Telkom
withdrew from Nigeria after losing almost US$800 million,
while MTN has settled on a fine of US$1.7 billion after failing
to disconnect unregistered lines18. It has been suggested that
this penalty is deliberately excessive to discipline the alleged “arrogance” of South Africa’s flagship investment in Nigeria and
return some of MTN’s vast profits to the country. Most recently, hotel and gaming group Sun International became the latest
South African business to pull out of Nigeria because of weak
economic growth and clashes with regulators.
South African firms may also be at a disadvantage to some
public and private operators from outside the continent,
The Economist, Special report: Business in Africa, 2016, http://www.economist.com/
node/21696794. Accessed 20 August 2016.
18
MTN was originally fined a record US$5.2 billion by the Nigerian Communications
Commission (NCC), but the two sides have settled on this lower amount.
17
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especially where their governments champion their commercial
interests through diplomatic and other tools, including state
visits and single “country-to-continent” summits19. China’s
state-led and state-sponsored approach to engaging with Africa
through trade and investment, aid, credit lines and infrastructure projects leveraged through the China-Africa Development
Fund is the prime example of the state as the benefactor of
business in Africa20.
State-business relations in South Africa’s democratic era are
fragile and highly fragmented, and impaired by mistrust21.
Nonetheless, there should be scope for greater cooperation and
alignment of interests and strategies to boost South Africa’s
competitiveness and better operate in the African market. In
the post-apartheid period, for example, South Africa has played
an instrumental role in providing crucial public goods in
Africa, including peace, stability and development, ultimately
rendering renascent Africa “safe for business”. However, there
is a pragmatic concern within some government and policy circles that South Africa’s role as a development partner in Africa,
which involves substantial aid spending, is not delivering any
commercial returns for the country. This is especially the case in
countries like the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC),
where South Africa has underwritten the costs of peace, stability and post-conflict reconstruction. South Africa’s peace
diplomacy in the DRC paved the way for external operators,
These include, among others, the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC),
India-Africa Summit, US-Africa Leaders’ Summit and the Tokyo International
Conference on Africa’s Development (TICAD).
20
G. Le Pere, G. Shelton, China, Africa and South Africa: South–South co-operation
in a global era, Midrand, Institute for Global Dialogue, 2007; and R. Rotberg (ed.)
China into Africa: Trade, Aid, and Influence, Baltimore, Brookings Institution Press,
2008.
21
A. Handley, Business and the State in Africa: Economic Policy-Making in the
Neo-Liberal Era, New York, Cambridge University Press, 2008; and N. Nattrass, J.
Seekings, State, Business and Growth in Post-Apartheid South Africa, Institutions and
Pro-Poor Growth (IPPG) Programme, Discussion Paper no. 34, 2010, http://www.
ippg.org.uk/papers/dp34a.pdf. Accessed 22 August 2016.
19
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including China, to reap the benefits of stability through mining concessions, public investment projects and trade offerings.
Succinctly put:
While South Africa has expended a huge amount of resources and effort on building political relations and providing
much-needed assistance across the continent, there is a growing
perception that this has not been fully compensated by tangible commercial benefits. It is possible that other countries have
benefited more on the back of South Africa’s peace-building and
post-conflict reconstruction efforts22.

There may be numerous opportunities for South African
businesses in post-conflict African countries. In the case of
the DRC, South African companies such as Vodacom, MTN,
Standard Bank and Shoprite are already visible and South Africa
has been investing in development corridors (Bas Congo), hydropower facilities (Inga Dam) and mining. One assessment
of South Africa’s post-conflict role in the DRC recommends
“ethics for the conduct of business” and managing perceptions
that South Africa’s intentions in post-conflict development and
peace-building are purely profit-driven23. The government’s
Guidelines for Good Business Practice, released in 2016, partly
addresses this concern.
The changing African landscape presents a compelling case
for the South African government to improve its coordination
of the country’s trade, investment and development cooperation activities in Africa through an “SA Inc.” approach, drawing lessons from competitor nations like Brazil, China and
India or even European countries like France. There are many
South African actors operating on the continent, ranging from
the private sector to public entities such as state-owned companies and development finance institutions. Without proper
Department of International Relations and Cooperation, Economic Diplomacy
Strategy Framework, Tshwane, DIRCO, 2013, p. 9.
23
C. Hendricks, A. Lucey, South Africa’s post-conflict development and peacebuilding
experiences in the DRC: Lessons learnt, ISS Policy Brief 47, Pretoria, ISS, October 2013.
22
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coordination, there is the risk that these actors will pursue disparate objectives and strategies in Africa, at worst undermining
each other. Although these challenges are not new, as reflected
in policy pronouncements on the importance of more coordinated “economic diplomacy”24, the South African state is a
late entrant to this game. Only in 2014, for example, did the
Department of Public Enterprises contract private consultants
to draft its Africa Strategy, which provides guidelines for a market entry strategy for South African state-owned companies in
Africa. Given the vast extent and scale of parastatal investments
in the rest of Africa, it is a concern that the department only
undertook such an exercise two decades into democracy.
To its credit, the Department of Trade and Industry has recently undergone some organisational restructuring to provide
greater focus, direction and coordination to trade and investment efforts in Africa. “Trade Invest Africa” (formerly known
as the Africa Export Council) was launched in June 2016 to
function as a one-stop shop to support South Africa’s exports
of manufactured goods and services, while creating sourcing
relationships with the continent to promote intra-Africa trade.
This initiative will also leverage the state’s capacity to unlock
the bottlenecks experienced by South African businesses when
operating in the rest of Africa. Trade Invest Africa will bring together all support programmes, including financial incentives,
in order to build strong partnerships with business.
What is missing, however, is regular institutionalised platforms where the state and business can engage, dialogue and
cooperate – for example, a Government-Business Advisory
Council on Africa and Emerging Markets25. This will be imperative if the country is to develop, as is widely recommended,
a comprehensive strategy for its global economic engagements
Department of International Relations and Cooperation, Building a Better World:
The Diplomacy of Ubuntu: White Paper on South Africa’s Foreign Policy, Tshwane,
DIRCO, 2011.
25
Department of International Relations and Cooperation, Economic Diplomacy
Strategy Framework, Tshwane, DIRCO, 2013.
24
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through a consultative process that involves both the public
and private sectors26.
Conclusion
As one of the largest, wealthiest and most industrialised economies in Africa, with a dynamic private sector that has carved an
impressive investment footprint in most of sub-Saharan Africa,
South Africa is well positioned to lead the continent, however
reluctant it may be27. However, in the continental leadership
stakes, there are other strong contenders too, including regional
powers like Egypt, Kenya and Nigeria, whose pan-continental
role and influence predate post-apartheid South Africa’s.
Given the material and ideational bases of hegemony, there is
unlikely to be an undisputed winner among Africa’s big beasts:
Nigeria and South Africa. While Nigeria’s economic prospects
are increasingly impaired by lower oil prices and various institutional and structural shortcomings28, South Africa’s historical
legacy of destabilising Africa, the perceived predatory intentions of South African capital, the country’s protectionist trade
and supposedly xenophobic immigration policies, and overt
bids for continental positioning, as with Nkosazana DlaminiZuma’s election as African Union (AU) commission chair in
2012 despite Nigerian opposition, may all count against the
country’s leadership credentials. Notwithstanding evidence to
the contrary, including its role in championing Africa’s development interests through the G20 and BRICS Forum, South
Africa’s economic dominance in Africa continues to fuel the
perception among some that the country acts selfishly in its
M. Qobo, “Refocusing South Africa’s economic diplomacy: the ‘African agenda’
and emerging powers”, South African Journal of International Affairs, vol. 17, no. 1,
April 2010, pp. 13-28; and C. Grant-Makokera, South African economic diplomacy
Engaging the private sector and parastatals, ISS Paper 280, Pretoria, ISS, February 2015.
27
C. Alden, G. Le Pere,. “South Africa in Africa – bound to lead?”, Politikon: South
African Journal of Political Studies, vol. 36, no. 1, April, 2009, pp. 145-69.
28
At the time of writing, Nigeria’s economy is in recession.
26
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own national interests – as a regional hegemon (in the negative
critical sense, not as a “benevolent” hegemon).
Looking ahead, South Africa will need to carefully consider
how best to build sustainable trade and investment partnerships
with its continental peers, especially in light of the economic and
political frictions arising from South Africa’s trade dominance
and industrial pre-eminence. The T-FTA, launched in June
2015, and the C-FTA expected in 2017, offer opportunities for
South Africa to exercise leadership and improve market access
conditions into its economy to promote trade-led development
in Africa. By one estimate, the C-FTA could increase intra-African trade by as much as US$35 billion per year, or 52% above
the baseline, by 202229. However, most of these gains will be
captured by a few countries with stronger supply capacity and
export competitiveness.
To ensure a balanced distribution of the benefits of the T-FTA
and C-FTA, South Africa and its Quadrilateral Group partners
should prioritise the remaining two pillars of developmental integration in their respective sub-regions, namely infrastructure
and industrialisation. With growing outward investment into
Africa from all four countries, and considerable potential to
nearly double Africa’s manufacturing output to US$930 billion
in 202530, these governments should encourage their homegrown MNEs and other corporates to integrate smaller economies into their regional value chains to boost their productive
capacity and participation in intra-African trade.

United Nations Economic Commission on Africa, Industrializing through Trade,
Addis Ababa, UNECA, 2015.
30
Provided countries take decisive action to create an improved environment for
manufacturers. See McKinsey Global Institute (2016).
29

6. The “S” in the BRICS: Assessing the
“Pivot to the South”
Chris Alden

To listen to South African politicians and academics, the country’s invitation to join the BRICs (Brazil, Russia, India and
China) configuration, announced on 24 December 2010, was
a momentous foreign policy event of singular significance. One
academic even mused that it was “like getting a Christmas present”, while the Foreign Minister declared that it would advance
“the restructuring of the global political, economic and financial
architecture into one that is more equitable, balanced and rests
on the important pillar of multilateralism”1. South African government revenue, already stretched by tepid growth, limited investment and structural unemployment, committed significant
resources to hosting the BRICS Summit in 2013 and a range
of BRICS-specific institutions that flowed from this event. Two
years later, the African National Congress (ANC) unabashedly
stated that it regarded BRICS “as a confirmation of the ANC’s
primary approach to internationalism, international solidarity
and multilateralism”2. In short, for the country’s foreign policy
elite, South Africa’s participation in BRICS would enable it to
achieve its long-standing foreign policy aims of transforming the
global system.
Several years on from this nationally celebrated ascent to the
global stage, the verdict on its meaning and impact for South
Ms Maite Nkoana-Mashabane, South African Foreign Minister, Department of
International Relations and Cooperation, Media Statement, Pretoria, 24 December
2010, www.direco.gov/za/docs/2010/index.html; Francis Kornegay, presentation,
SAIIA conference, Johannesburg, March 2013.
2
African National Congress, Discussion Documents, National General Council, 2015
Resolutions, 2.16, www.anc.org.za/content/anc-ngc-2015-resolutions-international-relations
1
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Africa is much more ambivalent. With the governing party
experiencing a rising crescendo of criticism for cronyism and
corruption at home and an economy so sluggish that it shrank
from first to second largest on the continent, South African foreign policy seems subdued, inward looking and even defensive.
BRICS countries themselves are undergoing a troubling set
of problems, from Brazil’s agonising political crisis and ailing
economy to the advent of China’s “new normal” and its militarisation of the territorial waters of East and Southeast Asia. The
much-vaunted expectations that joining BRICS would signal
a sea-change in the global system today seem remote, even if
some of the underlying assertions which inspired this heady
talk at the time still remain in place.
What was behind all of this unbridled enthusiasm emanating out of government and academic circles? What were the
expectations that drove this foreign policy initiative and corresponded with South Africa’s “pivot to the South”? And how did
becoming a BRICS member effect foreign policy formulation
and actions? To answer these questions, this article will review
the sources of South Africa’s foreign policy “pivot to the South”,
how its foreign policy conduct was impacted by becoming a
member of BRICS and finally conclude with an assessment of
South African foreign policy in the BRICS era.
The origins of South Africa’s pivot to the South
Understanding South African foreign policy in the post-apartheid period, especially its shift from a bastion of Westernoriented interests on the African continent to a proponent of
global revisionism in the name of developing countries, is essential if one is to make sense of its response to the BRICS
phenomenon. And while a deep-rooted historical analysis is not
possible within the confines of this article, some broad-based
thematic commentaries about its origins can be made that offer
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insight into the South African reactions and position3.
The anti-apartheid struggle, conducted in the context of the
Cold War and revolutionary ethos that accompanied the fight
against the National Party’s minority government, brought
those in the movement into a network of ideas, parties and
solidarity networks around the continent and across the world.
Exposed to the ideas of revolutionary change and linking these
directly to South Africa’s domestic situation, the resistance
underwent a transformation in its outlook from seeing themselves as being engaged in a civil rights struggle to that of a
movement aligned to the broader struggle to liberate peoples
of the developing world by unseating capitalism and its leading proponents in the West. For the ANC, in exile since 1962
and engaged in diplomatic efforts to isolate apartheid South
Africa while pursuing a military campaign to overthrow the
government in Pretoria, the task required more resources than
it had at its disposal4. Formal alliances with the South African
Communist Party (SACP) and, after 1969, the inclusion of
non-black members into the top party structures of the ANC
were introduced5. Closer ties ensued with the Soviet Union,
bringing much-needed finance and the training of ANC cadres in everything from ideology and management to technical
and military skills6. Within the ANC, this organisational rigour
See the key scholarly works, for example J. Barber, J. Barratt, South Africa’s Foreign
Policy: the search for status and security, 1945–1988, Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press, 1990; D. Geldenhuys, The diplomacy of isolation, Johannesburg, Macmillan,
1984; S. Thomas, The Diplomacy of Liberation, London, I.B. Tauris, 1996; C. Alden,
G. le Pere, South Africa’s Post-apartheid Foreign Policy, Adelphi Paper 362, London,
Oxford University Press and International Institute for Strategic Studies, 2003; M.
Schoeman, “South Africa as an emerging middle power, 1994-2003”, in J. Daniel,
A. Habib, R. Southall (eds.), State of the Nation: South Africa 2003-2004, Pretoria,
HSRC Press, 2004; C. Landsberg, The Quiet Diplomacy of Liberation, Johannesburg,
Jacana, 2004.
4
S. Ellis, The External Mission: the ANC in exile, 1960-1990, Oxford, Oxford
University Press, 2013, pp. 40-50.
5
Ibid., pp. 73-112.
6
See S. Thomas, The Diplomacy of Liberation: the foreign relations of the African
National Congress since 1960, London, I.B. Taurus, 1990. Also see autobiographies
3
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corresponded with an uptake in the activities of party institutions like the International Office and its propaganda department, which produced regular publications suffused with the
ideological rhetoric of the day7.
At the same time, there was a strong civil rights dimension to
the anti-apartheid struggle in its domestic form which sought
redress through law and, where that failed due to the machinations of the state, popular protest. Black Sash, the Torch movement, student groups like NUSAS (National Union of South
African Students) and above all the United Democratic Front
all challenged the right of the white minority government to
pursue its racist policies at home. The rise of the South African
security state and its destabilisation campaign in those neighbouring states that supported the liberation movements were
targets of protest abroad by ANC exiles and their local supporters. Multilateral institutions like the UN became important sites to criticize and isolate the apartheid state from the
international community. It was this heritage that manifested
in the promotion of human rights and solidary politics with
other oppressed peoples in the world in the post-apartheid foreign policy discourse.
The onset of open negotiations between the Afrikanerdominated National Party and the ANC in 1991, which
came at the same time as the collapse of the Soviet Union,
and the democratic election of 1994 finally brought the liberation movement into power. While much is made in leftist
circles of the ANC’s embrace of neo-liberalism after taking
office, equally important was how, under the Thabo Mbeki
presidency after 1998 and promoted by party cadres in the
ANC’s International Office, South African foreign policy become increasingly (neo) pan-Africanist in its orientation. Ideas
and biographies of various ANC stalwarts, for instance, Ronnie Kasrils, Mac Maharaj
and Thabo Mbeki.
7
It is worthwhile getting a flavour for the whole-hearted and persistence of jargon
that infused all aspects of ANC pronouncements in this period, see ANC Archives,
ancarachives.africamediaonline.com/?page_id=134.
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like the African Renaissance and, eventually, policy content
realised in part through promulgation of the New Economic
Programme for African Development (NEPAD) became pillars
of South African foreign policy, defining its relationship with
the continent and the international community. This decidedly Africanist turn of South African foreign policy, signalled in
ANC policy documents in 1993, was crucial to its leadership
aspirations for the continent8.
The re-centring of South African foreign policy towards
Africa had an important corollary identified in the same ANC
policy papers and that was a focus on the developing countries
of the South. The global transformative agenda, drawn from the
solidarity politics of the Cold War era but actively encouraged
by the South African government in the 1990s, led to its hosting in succession of a series of South-oriented global summits,
namely UNCTAD (1996), the Non-Aligned Movement (1998)
and the World Summit on Racism (2002)9. Concurrently, driven by Mbeki, the South African government sought out ways
to promote a ‘G7 of the South’ and found eventually willing
partners in Brazil and India (with whom it held discussions on
the sidelines of the G8 meetings), leading to the formation of
the IBSA (India, Brazil, South Africa) grouping in 2003 and an
annual summit process. These initiatives represented, through
the use of global summitry, a conscious effort to redefine South
African identity and foreign policy towards a developing southern country outlook and concurrently legitimise its leadership
role in Africa and beyond10.
Finally, post-apartheid foreign policy under Mandela and
Mbeki found its practices on the global stage as cohering with
See C. Alden, M. Schoeman, “South Africa in the Company of Giants: the search
for leadership in a transforming global order”’, International Affairs, vol. 89, no. 1,
2013; also C. Alden, G. le Pere, “Bound to Lead?”, vol. 36, no. 1, Politikon, 2009,
pp. 145-170.
9
C. Alden, M. Schoeman, “Reconstructing South African Identity through Global
Summitry”, Global Summitry, vol. 1, no. 2, 2016, pp. 187-204.
10
Ibid., pp. 187-204.
8
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multilateralism. Again, historical experience as a liberation
movement had given its foreign policy pundits exposure to the
moral authority of international law as a source with collective
action operationalised through the UN as a means to realise
these aims. This sense was further reinforced by the negotiated
settlement arrived at between the ANC and the National Party
which led to the peaceful transition in 1994, demonstrating
that deep-seated conflicts could in fact be managed with recourse to conflict resolution and mediation. In classic middle
power fashion, the new South Africa began to take an activist
role in areas like the non-proliferation treaty re-negotiations at
the UN, serving as a bridge between the recognised nuclear
states and developing countries11.
This predisposition on the part of the South African government for Africa, the South and multilateralism in its foreign policy re-emerged with new force after 2007. Four “trigger
events” explain this reassertion. First, despite promises of doubling aid into Africa made at the G8 Summit 2005, the NEPAD
partnership with G7 had failed to deliver the expected support.
Secondly, the global financial crisis in 2008 and its devastating
impact on the US and European economies (contributing to
their inability to meet aid requirements) included the spectacle
of European governments turning to the Chinese and Brazilians
for financial support. Thirdly, the US-led military intervention
in Iraq in 2003, which, though initially conducted as action
against terrorism and WMDs, eventually became justified by
proponents as a coercive form of democratic promotion. This
wilful ignoring of international law by Washington and its allies made it difficult for authorities in Pretoria to associate with
their counterparts in the West, who seemed to actively defy
all efforts at peaceful settlement of disputes and the authority of multilateral institutions. Finally, the stinging criticism of
South Africa’s first term as a non-permanent member of the
UN Security Council (2007-2008) from Western sources and
J. Hamill, D. Lee, “A middle power paradox”, International Relations, vol. 15, no.
4, 2001, pp. 33-56.
11
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the liberal press at home for its veto of criticism of the military
junta in Myanmar and defence of Robert Mugabe’s government in Zimbabwe. The US and Britain in particular delivered
harsh public verdicts of South African positions on these issues,
which the foreign ministry in Pretoria believed to be profoundly hypocritical and at the same time underscored the limitations
of its own foreign policy orientation.
These four issues re-enforced the search by the country’s foreign policy establishment for alternative alignments that better
reflected its perspectives. Jacob Zuma’s election to the presidency in 2009, while overwhelmingly the product of internal
dissent within the ANC over the neglect of domestic issues by
Mbeki, nevertheless sought to build upon his legacy in asserting South African leadership both in Africa and on the global
stage. With China discreetly pressing to join IBSA since the
late 2000s – a position that India would categorically veto – the
South African government began a parallel sounding out to see
if the newly formed BRICs would accept an African member.
As noted above, this was finally accepted in December 2010.
South Africa’s foreign policy “bricolage”
If the origins of South Africa’s shift towards the BRICs countries were rooted in ideological orientations derived from the
past and fanned by its experiences in office, the real turning
point in its embrace of the BRICS came within a few weeks
after South Africa became a member. As part of an effort to restart the UN Security Council reform process – which stalled in
the wake of divisions within the membership in 2004 – Brazil,
India, South Africa, Germany, Nigeria had all been encouraged
to take up non-permanent seats on the UN Security Council
for the 2011-2012 session.12 The Arab Spring movement had
F. Kornegay, ‘South Africa’s Second Tenure in the UN Security Council’, South Africa
in the UN Security Council 2011-2012: promoting the African Agenda in a sea of multiple
identifies and alliances, Pretoria, Institute for Global Dialogue, 2012, pp. 11-12.
12
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begun, spilling over to Libya and Qaddafi’s regime was threatened by the eruption of protests in the city of Benghazi. While
negotiations sputtered on with the African Union, the Arab
League had come forward in support of UN-sponsored military intervention in Libya under the auspices of humanitarianism. Led by Britain and France, and backed by the US,
the UN Security Council authorised the mission through
UNSC Resolution 1973, winning South African support in
the process (while China, Russia, Brazil, India and Germany
all abstained). The public backlash, both domestically and in
much of the African continent, shocked the Zuma administration and a confusing and contradictory set of explanations
were provided by officials at the Department of International
Relations and Cooperation (DIRCO). Within a month, Mbeki
himself had broken his silence and joined the Deputy Foreign
Minister in suggesting in the strongest possible terms that the
NATO countries had deliberately deceived South Africa13. The
ANC’s National Executive Commission condemned the vote
and the South African government went on to criticise these
actions, no longer providing foreign policy support to Western
governments.
This was paradoxical in many ways because, under Zuma’s
presidency, the country’s foreign policy establishment engaged
in a robust debate about the need to reassert national interest
as a guide for action. Joining BRICS was felt by many elites as
offering the country an opportunity to break away from the
increasingly difficult position of being an (admittedly self-appointed) advocate of African development issues, known locally
as “the African Agenda”, in a variety of international forums
that Pretoria was participating in as the continent’s only representative, and to pursue its own narrower interests.14 At the
P. Fabricius, “Mbeki slams West’s gunboat diplomacy against Gaddafi”, The
Mercury, 24 August 2011, www.iol.co.za/mercury/mbeki-slams-wests-gunboat-diplomacy-against-gaddafi.html
14
M. Shaik, “Conceptualising South Africa’s national interest”, presentation at the
University of Pretoria, 6 April 2011. At the time of the presentation, Shaik, a former
13
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same time, this (partially) public debate on integrating national
interest more explicitly into South African foreign policy was
followed by the publication of a white paper that declaimed
that the country’s foreign policy was based upon the principles
of ubuntu’15. Ubuntu is a philosophy of humanism found in societies of southern Africa that emphasizes responsibility for the
community over that of the individual. This conscious effort
to integrate ubuntu into the new foreign policy white paper
reflected a pan-Africanist desire for an African cultural basis for
the country’s external relations, one which had the moral force
of localising the sources of foreign policy action and framing it
within an ethical context.
Having achieved global affirmation of South Africa’s leadership role – albeit one based on its relative position within
the African region – through its membership in BRICS, the
G20 and as two-term non-permanent member of the UN
Security Council, authorities in Pretoria began to implement
their more consciously national interest-based foreign policy.
Chief amongst these ambitions was to wrest what they saw as
French dominance throughout Francophone Africa over the
African Union Commission (AUC). An unprecedented campaign, which broke with the informal rules of succession within
the AUC, ousted its elected head, Jean Ping, and replaced him
with the former South African Foreign Minister (and ex-wife of
the President), Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma in 2012. The legacy
of resentment within the African Union bureaucracy, especially
pronounced as the South African programme for reform of the
organisation stalled for lack of consensus and clear direction,
was still evident three years later16. Moreover, the decline of
the South African economy relative to Nigeria and even Kenya
and Ethiopia – exacerbated by rampant corruption within the
South African Ambassador, was director of the State Security Agency Foreign Branch
in the Department of State Security.
15
Department of International Cooperation and Development, A Foreign Policy of
Ubuntu 2011.
16
Interviews with senior AU officials, Addis Ababa, June 2016.
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Zuma administration – increasingly undermined South African
claims to continental leadership.
Concurrently, evidence of national interest – framed as narrow elite commercial interests – driving foreign policy decisions
became more prevalent, with the deaths of thirteen soldiers and
routing of a South African military unit assigned to protect the
President of the Central African Republic in March 2013, allegedly there in order to protect the ANC’s lucrative mining
contracts with his government17. Russian involvement in securing a multi-million contract to revive South Africa’s ailing
nuclear energy programme in 2015, which critics claimed involved preferential treatment by the South African Minister of
Energy and one-to-one discussions between Zuma and Russian
leader, Vladimir Putin, underscored this more forthright approach18. Zuma’s personal negotiations with the Nigerian government in early 2016 to get a reduction on the $3.9 billion
fine levied against the South African telecommunications company, MTN, in which senior party supporters have substantive
financial interest came under scrutiny as well19.
The hosting of the BRICS Summit in April 2013 was certainly the high watermark of South African foreign policy during
this period. Expectations were raised in South Africa that the
“BRICS Bank” (later renamed the New Development Bank),
mooted in the summit in New Delhi in 2012, would serve as a
vehicle for channelling Chinese capital into development projects that would further South Africa’s “African Agenda” for the
continent. Some South African officials seemed to believe that
the bank’s headquarters would be based in the country and that
a South African would be chosen to lead the bank. While neither
BBC News, “South Africa’s ANC denies CAR business claim”, 1 April 2013, www.
bbc.com/news/world-africa-21997435.
18
L. Faull, “Exposed: Scary details of SA’s secret Russian nuke deal”, Mail and Guardian, 13
February 2015, mg.co.za/article/2015-02-12-exposed-scary-details-of-secret-russian-nuke.
19
Cyril Ramaphosa, Deputy President and a senior figure in the ANC, had divested
his portfolio of interests in Shanduka before taking up office, but rumours persisted
of links between MTN and ANC backers and beneficiaries.
17
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of these hopes were to be realised, the actual summit went well
and spawned a host of technical discussions in different ministries and government agencies of the BRICS countries.
On the international stage, the South African government’s
position on a range of issues became closer to that of Russia
and China. The Russian invasion and annexation of Crimea,
followed by destabilization of eastern Ukraine, was publically endorsed by BRICS Foreign Ministers at The Hague in
March 2014 and repeated at subsequent BRICS meetings20.
Accusations that the once-principled supporter of human rights
and solidarity politics was aligning its foreign policy with authoritarian interests in BRICS accompanied analysis of South
Africa’s voting record at the UN21. IBSA, once heralded as a
democratic bastion of leadership amongst emerging powers,
was quietly forgotten by Pretoria as it sought to focus its diplomacy on BRICS. Closer to home, much pointed criticism
was made by the media and opposition concerning China’s influence on South African foreign policy when DIRCO repeatedly denied a visa to the Dali Lama (which went against the
wishes of the country’s three Nobel Peace Prize winners, Nelson
Mandela, Desmond Tutu and F.W. De Klerk)22.
Competing interpretations of South African foreign
policy in the BRICS era
Making sense of the shifts in South African foreign policy since
the invitation to join BRICS in 2010, especially in the context
of its more assertive approach in Africa and the controversial
role of Zuma’s administration in government more generally, is
Z. Keck, “Why did BRICS back Russia on Crimea?”, The Diplomat, 31 March
2014, www.thediplomat.com/2014/03/why-did-brics-back-russia-on-crimea/
21
Ibid.
22
“China thanks SA for ‘support’ over Dalai Lama”, Mail and Guardian 5 September
2014, www.mg.co.za/article/2014-09-05-china-thanks-sa-for-correct-position-ondalai-lama.html.
20
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sometimes difficult to discern. Despite the uneven application
of foreign policy positions adopted by Pretoria during the more
than five years that South Africa has been associated with the
BRICS, it is possible to come up with two broad schools of
thought on the role and impact that being a BRICS member
has had in the country’s international affairs.
One interpretation still sees in the BRICS affiliation the affirmation of a longstanding and transformative internationalist
agenda advocated by the ANC. A South African foreign minister explained the significance of BRICS in shaping a new global
system on the eve of the BRICS Summit in Durban in 2013:
The world is experiencing a quiet and yet profound shift from
the old locus of political, economic and social power into a
multipolar system with BRICS countries being the catalysts
and drivers. In essence, the BRICS concept and its associated
forums represent a counter to hegemonic unilateral creation
of knowledge into a more pluralistic co-determination of
knowledge production and policy agenda setting recognizing
multiple centres of human civilization23.

From this perspective, the accomplishments of the BRICS group
are measured not only in terms of foreign policy positions articulated at international summits which challenged the West but also
the building of an alternative set of collaborative global structures
and norms (for instance the launching of the New Development
Bank in 2014), BRICS efforts to create joint university programmes in all five countries and to even work out their own
BRICS-specific development indices.24 One well-known business analyst, Martyn Davies, declared optimistically, “Pretoria’s
support for the creation of a BRICS Development Bank, which
Ms Maite Nkoana-Mashabane, South African Foreign Minister, Department of
International Relations and Cooperation, BRICS Academic Forum Welcome Dinner,
Durban, eThekwini, KwaZulu-Natal, 10 March 2013, www.dirco.gov.za/docs/
speeches/2013/mash0313.html
24
“New BRICS deal on education, research collaboration”, University World News, 21
November 2015, www.universityworldnews./article.php?story=20151121180222339
23
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is likely to be used for increased state-driven infrastructure spending around prioritised regional corridors in SADC, is intended to
draw its BRICS partners into South Africa’s foreign policy design
for the region”25. The government’s belief in its ability to capitalise on BRICS, utilising the collective resources and brand as
a kind of multiplier effect for South African foreign policy aims
in Africa, displayed an unvarnished optimism in its abilities to
manage complex relations with economies that were larger than
its own and in some cases even operating as sectoral competitors.
A critical interpretation of the impact of BRICS on South
African foreign policy focuses on limited tangible gains achieved
and the move away from liberal principles embedded in multilateralism. Mzu Qoba and Mills Soko, noted South African
intellectuals, condemned the ideological drift behind the decision to embrace BRICS at the outset back in 201126. Beyond
its negative impact on the IBSA formation with its democratic
pluralist outlook, they were wary of the influence it might exert
on South African foreign policy and questioned the benefits of
being a BRICS member. They warned:
South Africa’s engagement with the BRICS must be guided
not by ideological whims, but by a strategic paradigm that is
grounded in our country’s domestic needs and fundamental
interests [...] BRICS are barren ground for yielding significant
trade and investment opportunities. Against this backdrop, it is
not clear how BRICS membership will make up for the failure
to extract meaningful economic benefits at the bilateral level27.

In some respects their concerns have been realised. Since 2010
the South African government under Zuma seems keen to play
the role of follower of the leading BRICS country, China, on
key issues. An important ANC policy document produced in
M. Davies, “The Emerging New World: the BRICS, South Africa and new models
of development”, Frontier Advisory, Johannesburg, January 2013, pp. 5-6.
26
M. Qoba, M. Soko, “Creating more walls than BRICS”, Business Day,
Johannesburg, 7 January 2011.
27
Ibid.
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2015 illustrates this growing proximity between the leading
party and China:
China economic development trajectory [sic] remains a leading example of the triumph of humanity over adversity. The
exemplary role of the collective leadership of the Communist
Party of China in this regard should be a guiding lodestar of
our own struggle [...] (its economy) has heralded a new dawn
of hope for further possibilities of a new world order28.

Criticism in the media and by opposition parties declared that
the Zuma government was letting the country’s foreign policy
priorities be overly-determined by the BRICS alignment, reflecting their belief that the shift on questions like human rights
was a direct outgrowth of working closely with BRICS29.
Added to these negative perspectives on BRICS’ influences
on South African foreign policy were more generalised criticisms of the structure of trade between the group and the continent, replicating the traditional position of Africa as a resource
exporter in exchange for manufactured goods from abroad30.
The status of South Africa as a member of these emerging giants, while widely celebrated within elite circles in the country, had the unintended effect of distancing the self-appointed
leader of the continent from the rest of Africa. Nothing underscored this changing perception towards Africa more than
the deliberate flaunting of African Union conventions to secure
the top seat at the AU, an approach that displaced the relatively cautious foreign policy pursued by Mandela and Mbeki
towards the continent.
African National Congress, National General Council 2015 Discussion
Documents, pp. 161-162, www.anc.org.za/docs/umrabulo/2015/ngc_disc_docsy.pdf
29
M. Thamm, “Dalai Lama Debacle: whose country is it anyway?”, Daily
Maverick 3 October 2014, www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2014-10-03-dalai-lama-debacle-whose-country-is-it-anyway.html; L. Louw-Vaudran, “SA leads Africa
in anti-Chinese sentiment”, Mail & Guardian, 21 February 2014, www.mg.co.za/
article/2014-02-20-sa-leads-africa-in-anti-chinese-sentiment
30
I. Taylor, Africa Rising: BRICS – diversifying dependency, Oxford, James Currey,
2014, pp. 129-136.
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Weighing the respective influences of ideologies and powerful states in order to situate and assess South African foreign
policy has occupied analysts for decades. For instance, from
the lofty perspective of the present, it bears remembering how
much ink was spilled in the local and foreign media, academia
and policy circles during the 1980s and 1990s to assess who
was a communist within the ANC and just how influential they
were on the organisation’s policies31. A similar, if more muted, process of external divination continues to this day on the
part of the liberal press in asserting how the governing tripartite alliance functions and what degree of influence the SACP
members have over the government32. By the late 1990s, under
the influence of activists and academics critical of the neo-liberal policies at home and featured in the NEPAD programme,
especially the African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM), these
efforts were trained on outing the nefarious influence of liberal
ideas permeating South African foreign policy33. Following the
publication of Mandela’s article in Foreign Affairs in late 1993
which declared that human rights were to be at the centre of the
country’s future foreign policy, and bolstered by further statements and some actions on the ground, foreign policy analysts
combed over the conduct of the state to discern which positions
were reflective of this human rights impulse and critiqued those
which deviated from this standard34.
Laurie Nathan points to the continuity of the ANC’s anti-imperialist outlook as the strongest and most consistent source of

C. Freeman, J. Flanagan, “Nelson Mandela ‘proven’ to be a member of the
Communist Party after decades of denial”, The Telegraph, 8 December 2012, www.
telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/nelson-mandela/9731522
32
S. Hurt, “What’s Left of the Left in Post-Apartheid South Africa”, paper delivered
British International Studies Association, Edinburgh University, 20-22 June 2012,
pp. 10-13.
33
See, for instance, P. Bond, Talk Left, Walk Right: South Africa’s frustrated global
reforms, London, Zed, 2004.
34
Ghost written, it should be pointed out, by a local South African academic, Peter
Vale.
31
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foreign policy action in the post-apartheid era35. This fits with
the historical trajectory of the liberation movement as described
earlier in this article. At the same time, the defining influence
of liberal ideas and multilateralist principles is evident in foreign policy statements and actions as well. That these two perspectives can be held simultaneously is suggestive of the shared
normative heritage of the left and liberalism, with divergences
found in their respective assessments of the possibilities of pursuing an emancipatory agenda and the nature of impediments
to achieving this. In this context, it is perhaps appropriate to
consider that (on the subject of international affairs) this political party and its followers share a kind of twinned heritage, a
double helix of leftism and liberalism, which can be drawn on
and manifests in response to the perceived challenges facing the
government and the country. Moreover, these tendencies are
aligned to factions within the party organisation and used to
mobilise support in different constituencies in backing competing elite agendas in international affairs.
Seen from this perspective the BRICS influence over South
African foreign policy is less a product of external pressure to
conform to powerful member states’ interests but rather more
an internal dynamic drawn from within the historical experiences and outlooks of the ANC. It is a pivot to the South, but
one which finds its inspiration in the formative development
of the struggle for liberation in all its ideological dimensions
and liberal manifestations. Feeding South Africa’s ambitions to
simultaneously play a leadership role on the continent and a
transformative part in international affairs, joining up with this
emerging-powers configuration seemed a fulfilment of the long
road that began as a struggle for human dignity on the southern
tip of Africa.

L. Nathan, “Consistency and inconsistencies in South African foreign policy”,
International Affairs, vol. 81, no. 2, 2005, pp. 361-72; also see L. Nathan, AntiImperialism Trumps Human Rights: South Africa’s approach to the Darfur conflict,
Working Paper 31, Crisis States Group, February 2008.
35
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Conclusion
Rooted in the historical development of the ANC as much as
in the failure of the G7 to deliver promised development gains
and the blundering foreign policies of Western governments
towards the Middle East, the pivot to the South is a defining
feature of contemporary South African foreign policy. It has
given the country a coherency of rhetoric and practice increasingly in line with the transformative foreign policies pursued by
other BRICS members. While the focus on African continental interests remains more significant, this “pivot to the South”
foreign policy has nonetheless largely defined the government’s
approach to international affairs since 2010.
Six years later, the economic stagnation of the BRICS, coupled to the domestic political turmoil experienced in some
countries, has dented the enthusiasm and expectations for its
transformative agenda. South Africa’s weak growth rates and
Brazil’s dismal economic performance in particular are pointed to, while some analysts suggest that even China’s official
6.7% growth rate posted in 2016 is a fabrication and consider
rates as low as 4% as being more accurate36. Corruption across
the BRICS is also exerting a debilitating effect on its image
as an alternative to the prevailing order37. In South Africa itself, according to the ANC’s former premier of Kwazulu-Natal,
the governing party is an organisation with a dominant faction “thriving on corruption, arrogance, corrosion of values”38.
Taken alongside the ANC’s unprecedented defeat at the ballot
box in August 2016, the conditions and capacity for a robust
foreign policy are rapidly diminishing, as the country turns inward to face a range of domestic challenges.
The Economist, “Superstition ain’t the way”, 3 September 2016, pp. 69-70.
C. Sabatini, “Bridges to Nowhere: corruption in the BRICS”, Foreign Affairs, 18
July 2016.
38
Senzo Mchunu, quoted in S. Grootes, “The ANCs dirty weekend: things fall apart,
there is no centre to hold”, The Daily Maverick, 11 September 2016, www.dailymaverick.co.za
36
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Conclusions

Since the end of apartheid more than twenty years ago, South
Africa has made important political and socio-economic progress. Yet, in more recent years, a number of unresolved political,
economic and social issues have come to the fore, including the
spread of elite corruption, a questionable use of intelligence and
police force, sluggish growth for the economy, persistently high
inequality, rampant unemployment, mounting social unrest and
xenophobic tensions. This volume examined some of these key
issues and related prospects for South Africa. Hereafter are some
concluding remarks that sum up the study’s findings.
The state and quality of South Africa’s hard-won democracy must not be taken for granted. The role of its independent institutions – notably the free media and the judiciary, and,
more broadly, the country’s constitution – in protecting political
and civil rights must be monitored, supported and preserved
to prevent a deterioration of democratic quality. This is especially
so at a time of mounting political challenges for the ruling ANC
and in view of the processes that will lead to the next leadership
succession for both the party and the country.
Political and institutional checks should be reinforced
against the spread of elite corruption and the growing risks
of ‘state capture’ by crony and criminal networks. Corruption
has dramatic political and economic costs for the country. It
scares away investors and weakens growth, and thus employment prospects. It reduces the availability of public resources for
public interventions in crucial sectors such as housing, health or
education. It fuels popular resentment and protests in a highly
unequal society. South Africa does possess the functioning independent institutions necessary to fight corruption, including
the Auditor-Generals Office, the Public Protector and the Public
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Service Commission. Again, these institutions must be upheld
and strengthened. Opposition parties have a key monitoring
role to play, but the positive forces within the ruling party
too should take upon themselves the political responsibility to
fight graft and cronyism. Finally, the increase of illicit financial
flows originating from South Africa calls for stronger international cooperation to fight them.
Current social and economic difficulties call into question
the development strategy of post-apartheid South Africa. The
latter reflected the power of organised labour, economic constraints on government policy (notably the need to avoid a debt
crisis) and the political appeal of a growth path premised on ‘decent’ jobs. It ultimately benefitted insiders – i.e. those with jobs
– and exacerbated unemployment and poverty. Development
strategy has to overcome the insider-outsider gap, it must be
reoriented towards labour-intensive industries for job creation and thus become more inclusive. This will require a new
social pact between labour and capital.
Africa has been the centrepiece of South Africa’s foreign
policy for both economic development and security concerns.
South Africa is one of the leading players and drivers of integration in Southern Africa as well as on the continent as a whole.
The country’s exuberant trade and investment expansion into
Africa’s frontier markets during the first decade of democracy was private-sector driven and outside any government-inspired framework. But there is now intensifying competition,
with new players from both outside the continent as well as
from other African economies. The changing circumstances
of the African business landscape point to the importance
of a more coordinated “SA Inc.” approach. This might be
achieved, for example, through regular institutionalised platforms – for example, a Government-Business Advisory Council
on Africa and Emerging Markets – where the state and business can engage, dialogue and cooperate.
Since the country joined the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and
China) nations in 2010, South Africa’s “pivot to the South”
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has been criticized by some observers for allowing foreign
policy priorities to be overly-determined by other members of
the forum, even causing it to lose sight of its African interests.
Accusations that the once-principled supporter of human rights
was aligning with the authoritarian interests of countries
such as Russia and, particularly, China – coupled with the
corruption scandals rocking the Zuma administration and the
decline of the economy relative to Nigeria and even Kenya and
Ethiopia – increasingly undermined South African claims to
continental leadership.
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